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The Renovated Noble An Alternate Look at M&M Aristocratic Warriors by Dorian Greville



If (like me) you think that the Noble class as written in the Revised M&M rules is grossly unbalanced, then you might be interested in the following article, which details an alternate, more balanced version of the Noble class. If, on the other hand, you think that there is nothing wrong with the Noble class as it stands, then you might be interested in finding out why the class is really unbalanced and how these flaws you hadn’t noticed before can be corrected. So what are these fatal flaws, you ask ? Well, in fact, there is only one but it is a major flaw, which has very important repercussions in game terms. This flaw is the +2 bonus granted to the Noble’s primary attribute scores – Luck and another attribute which varies according to the character’s family heritage. Let’s take a closer look…



Unfair Privileges Outrageous Fortune In the Revised M&M rules, all Nobles receive a +2 bonus to their Luck score… and since Luck affects nearly every modifier in the game, these 2 extra points of Luck result in a flat +1 bonus to nearly every derived score (including Melee, Missile, EDC and, of course, all four saving rolls), making Nobles inherently better than everybody else at virtually anything… This is supposed to reflect the Nobles’ higher degree of divine favor and there is nothing inherently wrong in this reasoning, except that Luck is one of the Noble’s two primary attributes, which means that all Nobles will already have a high Luck score to begin with, since a character must devote his two best scores to his primary attributes… Moreover, Nobles are the only warriors who have Luck as one of their primary attributes – making them inherently luckier than Barbarians, Spearmen, Amazons or Centaurs, even without the +2 bonus. Having Luck as a primary attribute is, in itself, a major advantage, which can in itself reflect the idea of higher divine favor : adding a +2 bonus on top of that is completely redundant and simply makes Nobles unfairly overpowered compared to other st warriors, at least as far as 1 level characters are concerned. This over-the-top bonus also impacts on their Battle Fortune ability, since it is directly based on Luck; even without the +2 Luck bonus, Battle Fortune would already be a major advantage; with the +2 Luck bonus, it makes the class even more unbalanced compared to other characters.



The Other Problem In the Players Manual, a Noble’s second primary attribute must simply be chosen by the player… but since attributes do not have the same degree of usefulness in game terms, players will always tend to select Might or Skill rather than, say, Grace. This is not really a problem in itself : after all, M&M Nobles are supposed to be warriors and their special heritage should logically emphasize martial prowess. Yet, for some mysterious reason, the M&M Companion adds an optional rule which, if used, forces the player to roll on a random table instead of selecting his character’s primary attribute. In other words, Noble A can get a +2 to Grace because of an unlucky die roll… while his friend Noble B gets a +2 to Skill. That’s justice and game balance for you. Let’s face it : this optional rule is not simply useless, it is both useless and unfair.



A Matter of Class The two major flaws of the Noble class as defined in the Revised rules can be summarized as follows : Flaw n°1 : The +2 bonus to Luck is too powerful. Flaw n°2 : The way their other primary attribute is determined is very unsatisfactory, whether you use the regular rules from the Players Manual or the optional rules given in the M&M Companion.



So, why not dump these damn attribute bonuses and replace them by another er special ability, similar to those of other warriors, in addition to Battle Fortune ? This would solve all our problems and put Nobles “in line” or “on par” with other characters. I must say I disagree with this reasoning : superior attributes have been n the distinctive advantage of Nobles ever since the original Mazes & Minotaurs rules (1972) and are really part of the “spirit” of the class; on a more technical level, these bonuses are also a simple and efficient way to reflect such varied notions as an exceptional education, a special family trait or a divine lineage. On closer examination, the attribute bonuses granted to Nobles are not as powerful as they might seem in the first place, because the edge they give st to 1 level Nobles will tend to disappear disap at higher levels (since no attribute can be increased past a certain limit). According to game designer Olivier Legrand, this side-effect effect is a deliberate part of the system : the idea behind this was to make Nobles gifted, privileged characters from the he beginning and then allowing other characters to “even out” by gaining Glory or Experience. The next section of this article details a possible rule variant, which solves the two aforementioned problems without altering the spirit and style of the Mazes & Minotaurs Noble class.



The Alternate Noble Heroic Potential Like all other warriors, our variant Noble will still have two special abilities : Battle Fortune (which works as per the regular rules, adding the Noble’s Luck mod to his overall Initiative score) and another, alternate special ability covering their superior attributes – and this is where things would work differently. To avoid any confusion with the th standard Noble Heritage ability detailed in the regular rules, we shall call this alternate ability Heroic Potential. Potential Heroic Potential adds +2 to two of the Noble’s attributes : one martial attribute and one personal attribute. The martial attribute can be either Might or Skill and reflects the fact that Nobles are warriors. As its name implies, the personal attribute is linked to the Noble’s personality (rather than to his fighting prowess), chosen between Wits, Will and Grace. In other words, Nobles receive a +2 to either Might or Skill and another +2 to either Wits, Will or Grace. The two primary attributes of the class are Luck and the martial attribute (Might or Skill). This makes the martial attribute is slightly more important than the personal one (Nobles are warriors, remember ?), especially if you use the optional rules on Heroic Development (see M&M Companion, Companion p 6). All other elements of the class (level benefits etc) work exactly as in the Players Manual class description.



Renovatos against Regularos - who will prevail ?



The Luck Issue In this variant system, Luck is the only attribute that cannot benefit from a +2 boost. This avoids the over-the-top top effects examined earlier in this article. Yet, since Luck remains one of the two primary attributes of the class and you must devote your two highest rolls to your character’s primary attributes, Nobles will tend to start with better Luck scores than other warrior classes (none of which has Luck as a one of its primary attributes). Thus, our variant Nobles will still enjoy a higher degree of fortune and divine favor than most other characters – but no more than, say, Priests, Nymphs or Lyrists. Lastly, keeping the Battle Fortune ability also keeps Luck as an important aspect of the M&M Noble class – but in a far more reasonable manner.



Balance & Versatility The “martial attribute / personal attribute” approach produces far more balanced results than the regular “free choice” rules from the Players Manual or the “random roll” option given in the M&M Companion, since it gives all Nobles a significant combat-related combat advantage (+2 to Might or Skill), while avoiding over-the-top top combinations (such as, say, +2 to Skill and Luck or +2 to Might and Skill). This system also restores some balance to the rules, giving all Nobles the same opportunities as far as Heroic Potential is concerned. The respective benefits of Might and Skill are moremore or-less balanced : a +2 to Might will give you a +1 to Melee, Athletic Prowess, Physical Vigor and Hits (as well as a better chance to succeed at feats of strength), while a +2 to Skill will give you a +1 to Melee, Missile, Athletic Prowess and Initiative.



NOBLES Nobles are the members of the ruling families of kingdoms and city-states. They are often seen as proud and haughty (some Noble families even claim to descend from deities !) but also tend to show a very strong sense of duty to their people and nation. Primary Attributes : Luck and the character’s martial attribute (see below). Gender : Nobles may be either male or female. Basic Hits = 12 Battle Fortune : Nobles add their Luck modifier to their Initiative score in all circumstances. Heroic Potential : All Nobles add 2 points to their martial attribute (Might or Skill) and to their personal attribute (Wits, Will or Grace), both of which must be chosen by the player. These bonuses may reflect gifts from the gods, an extraordinary lineage or the benefits of an exceptional education.



- Man, this variant version is SO much better!



Weapon of Choice : Sword, spear, bow or javelin. Level Benefits : Each level beyond the first gives a Noble character +4 Hits, +1 to Luck and +2 to any other attribute score (player’s choice).



Compilation Bonus Nobles & Nationalities



Possessions : Sword, dagger, shield, helmet, breastplate, and 3D6 x 100 silver pieces.



The respective benefits of the three possible personal attributes are also more-or-less balanced; Noble adventurers will probably (and quite logically) be more interested in Will (which affects Physical Vigor, Danger Evasion, Mystic Fortitude and Personal Charisma) or Wits (which affects Missile, Danger Evasion and Initiative) than Grace (which only affects Mystic Fortitude and Personal Charisma but may also be an important assets for would-be divine agents of Aphrodite) : balance is not absolutely perfect here, but it’s still far more satisfactory than what the official rules offer.



As mentioned in the article, a Noble’s culture or nationality may have a direct influence on the way he develops his Heroic Potential. Here are the most typical attribute choices for Nobles of various nationalities – but note that “typical” does not mean “mandatory”. Regardless of a Noble character’s nationality, the player should remain free to select the two attributes he wants to favor according to the rules described above. Also note that this list is far from exhaustive, since it only includes the nationalities which have been covered (so far) in the Mythika Gazetteer of past Minotaur issues.



This “martial / personal” axis also makes the Noble class easier to customize according to national or cultural stereotypes. The education of Heraklian Nobles, for instance, would be more likely to favor Might and Will, while Nobles from Argos would probably prefer Skill and Wits (see this issue’s Mythika Gazetteer for more details on these cultural stereotypes). This can also apply to non-Minean Nobles : the Sea Princes of Tritonis, for instance, can simply be treated as Nobles, without the need for a specific NPC class variant like the one described in the first issue of Minotaur Quarterly.



Nationality



Martial



Personal



Argos



Skill



Wits



Heraklia



Might



Will



Thena



Skill



any *



Tritonis



Might



Will



Umbria



Might



Will



Desert Kingdom Skill



any*



Lastly, the “martial / personal” division also tends to make Nobles more versatile and well-rounded characters, much like many Noble heroes from literature and legend, from Odysseus to Jason, Perseus or Theseus, who all show a mix of superior fighting prowess and overall resourcefulness. Thus, this variant version of the class will make Nobles more balanced and truer to their heroic models.



Midia



Skill



Wits



Land of the Sun Skill



Will



* any = Wits, Will or Grace



The Alternate Amazon A New Look at M&M Warrior Women by Danielle R. Virgo Liberating the Class The first thing to change is the t emphasis on archery. Sure, Amazons are famous for their skill with the bow and should be allowed to become deadly archers if they so wish but many fictional Amazons also seem to be formidable melee fighters. Expert archery should be an option for Amazons, but not the only option. Secondly, Grace should be taken out of the picture, since it is heavily associated to the aforementioned sexist clichés. The two primary attributes of the class should be Skill and Will.



Declaring war on stereotypes !



Fighting the Clichés In the Original M&M rules, Amazons were treated as « female Barbarians » and did not even have their own class description ; the introduction of a real, autonomous, fully-fledged fledged Amazon class in the 1987 Revised rules was usually very well received by the M&M community… but things have changed in 20 years and modern-day day female gamers may find this Amazon a bit too reminiscent of the sexist clichés often associated with warrior women in fantasy.



Why these changes ? Because replacing Grace by Will makes our Amazons as tough and fearless as Barbarians and Spearmen (who also have Will as one of their two primary attributes), which is a far more logical and fair vision of things than the idea of good looks as a defensive advantage. Using Will and Skill as primary attributes attribute also means that the Amazon’s Danger Evasion mod will no longer tend to be lower than that of Barbarians and Spearmen (which was neither fair nor logical), logical whether you use the official rules or the variant method of calculation lculation given in last issue’s A Twist in the Maze. This also means that the Amazon’s Battle Grace must be replaced with another, Will-based Will ability. We could simply give her the Battle Fury of Barbarians but unlike Barbarians, Amazons should really be allowed to wear breastplates without reducing one of their special abilities.



Having Grace as a primary attribute means that M&M Amazons need to be good looking to qualify as warriors, which is quite odd. Sure, this high Grace also gives them an interesting defensive bonus… but this benefit goes away if they wear a breastplate, which tends to conjure up images of scantily-clad, (chainmail bikini, ini, anyone ?) willowy women in the minds of most male gamers. Lastly, Amazons are the only warrior class in M&M that does not have some form of offensive bonus in melee : Barbarians deal more damage, Spearmen and Nobles have their Initiative bonus… Sure, Sure Amazons are deadly with bows, but doesn’t it sound a bit like : « OK, chicks, leave this dangerous melee stuff to us guys ! » ? This article presents a variant, less restrictive version of the class.



Why should we leave the breastplates to men ?



Variant Class Profile AMAZONS Amazons are female warriors, known for their fearlessness and deadly skill in battle. Primary Attributes : Skill and Will Gender : All Amazons are female. Basic Hits : 12 Deadly Skill : An Amazon adds her Skill mod to damage rolls when using her weapon of choice. Quick Strike : An Amazon adds her Will mod to her Initiative when using their weapon of choice. Weapon of Choice : Amazons may favor either a melee weapon (sword or spear) or a missile weapon (bow or javelin). Level Benefits : Each level beyond the first gives an Amazon +4 Hits, +1 to Luck and +2 to another attribute score, chosen by the player.



A proud, fearless, liberated Amazon warrior The Skill-based based defense bonus given to Spearmen reflects their crack hoplite-training training and military discipline – two concepts which would not fit very well with the mythical image of the Amazon. How about a Will-based based defense bonus similar to that of Barbarians ? Well, in the case of Barbarians, this bonus can either be interpreted as a reference to the « loincloth only » attitude displayed by many muscle-bound bound fantasy heroes (the male equivalent of the chainmail bikini cliché) or, in a more historical vein, n, as a reflection of the Celtic belief that fighting « sky-clad » (yes, this means naked) naked actually gave you some sort of supernatural protection.



Possessions : Amazonss start with a dagger, a sword or spear, a shield, a bow and 12 arrows, and a starting wealth of 3D6 x 5 silver pieces. One of the first things they do when they get rich enough is to buy a breastplate and helmet.



This his alternate version of the class also allows a distinction between Amazon fighters and Amazon archers, depending on the weapon of choice – so it is still possible to play the deadly female marksmen all M&M players have come to love (sorry, I mean admire), ), while allowing for a greater variety of characters. (not to mention all-Amazon all adventuring parties – and what’s wrong with that ?) ?



Amazons, on the other hand, are never credited in legend or fiction as fighting naked (or even barebare chested, yeah, sorry, forget about it, guys…) or, for that matter, as having some kind of innate special defensive advantage like Battle Grace. Grace One thing most st (if not all) sources agree on, however, is the Amazons’ ferocity in battle, which, in game terms, should translate as an attack-based based ability, rather than as a defensive one. Amazons should be fast and deadly warriors, not graceful “battle-dancers”. “battle The variant special abilities granted to our liberated Amazons (see the opposite column) column take all these things into account, making them deadlier, more offensive fighters – and giving them their own special combat style, somewhere between that of Barbarians (extra damage) and Spearmen (better Initiative). Given their lack of a special defensive defens bonus, however, our new Amazons should definitely consider wearing breastplates and helmets for extra protection (bye-bye Battle Grace !).



The New Amazon : a true warrior woman



The



Beast Master



An Exotic Magician Class for Mazes & Minotaurs, created by Erik Sieurin



BEAST MASTER Primary Attributes : Will and Grace Gender Restrictions : None Basic Hits : 8 Animal Affinity : In addition to their magical powers, Beastmasters can speak with animals and try to Tame them by Charm, as detailed in the general text of this article. Beastmastery : Beastmasters practice their own special form of feral, primitive magic. Their magical talent is known as Animal Empathy. Animal Empathy = Will mod + Grace mod Mystic Strength = 12 + Animal Empathy Starting Power = (4 + Will mod)



Behold the powers of Beastmastery !



The Power of the Wild Beastmasters are magicians who hold mysterious power over the animal kingdom. On the world of Mythika, they are most often encountered in the wild jungles of Charybdis, where the local savages hold them in deep respect. Some Beastmasters were chosen and tutored as apprentices by an older Beastmaster, but most of them have actually been reared by wild beasts and grew up among them. Their brand of magic, known as Beastmastery, is innate in a manner similar to a Nymph's Gifts; Beastmasters do not need to perform any ritual or chant any words to use their magic. In addition to the usual repertoire of six magical powers, all Beastmasters have an innate, natural affinity with animals. This affinity allows them to speak with Beasts as if they were human beings (which does not mean the Beasts will have anything interesting to say or will be willing to communicate) as well as the power to Tame Beasts by Charm, using the rules given for Nymphs in the M&M Companion (p 34); unlike Nymphs, Beastmasters are able to use this ability on any Beast, but NOT on Monsters. These abilities are not magical in nature and do not require any Power expenditure.



Power Recovery : A Beastmaster recovers his Power points by wandering alone in the wilds and communing with primitive nature. Each two full hours of such activity will restore a number of Power points equal to the character’s level. Level Benefits : Each level beyond the first gives a Beastmaster +2 Hits, +4 Power points, +1 to Luck and +2 to Will, Wits or Grace. Possessions : Knife, minimal clothing and various animal fetishes (necklace of fangs etc). Beastmasters receive no starting wealth. Restrictions : Beastmasters can never wear any form of metal armor (including shields or helmets), since this would disrupt their mystical connection with the Powers of the Wild. Patron Deity : Beastmasters do not have any identifiable patron deity – instead, they show devotion to the primal powers of the Wild. Background Talents : All Beastmasters have the Beastmaster and Woodsman talents. Maze Masters who wish to avoid all risk of confusion between the class and the background talent of the same name might consider changing the name of the class to Beastlord. Reputation Effect : Beastmasters receive their reputation bonus when dealing with primitive tribesmen from their homeland.



2d10



Waiting Time



2-3 4-7 8-14 15-18 19-20



1d10 minutes 1d6 x 10 minutes 1d6 hours 1d6 x 10 hours 1d10 days



The Beastmaster will know the dice rolled but not the exact time. The Beasts will not necessarily necessa obey him when they arrive : to determine their initial reaction, make a Reaction roll as is the Beasts Beast were NPCs, using the Beastmaster’s Animal Empathy in lieu of his Personal Charisma. Charisma Make friends with Beast Soothing !



Beastmastery Powers Magnitude 1 : Beast Soothing This power allows a Beastmaster to influence the natural reactions of Beasts. To use this power, the magician must be able to see the Beasts and be heard by them. This power can be used on multiple targets, at a cost of 1 Power point for each Beast, up to a maximum number of Beasts equal equa to the magician’s Animal Empathy. It causes the Beasts to become Friendly for a number of minutes equal to the character's Animal Empathy. Any hostile action will of course break this effect. If the Beasts are already Hostile, they may resist with a Mystic Fortitude roll against a target number equal to the Beastmaster’s Mystic Strength. Strength This power can cause horse riders or charioteers to become helpless, by targeting their horses.



Magnitude e 2 : Beast Calling This power affects either the closest group of Beasts of one particular species. The number of Beasts summoned in this manner depends on the Size of the species : Tiny 3d6, Small 2d6, Medium 1d6, Large 1d3, Gigantic 1. Alternatively, this power may also be used to summon a single individual Beast which the magician is familiar with. This power sends out a call that the Beasts in question must follow unless it makes a Mystic Fortitude roll against a target number equal to the Beastmaster’s Mystic Strength. The Beasts travel at top speed towardss the Beastmaster until they reach him. The Beastmaster cannot move from the spot or the Beasts will lose interest and stop. The Beasts summoned must be native to the area : you cannot, for instance, summon Hyperborean Beasts in the jungles of Charybdis. The Maze Master must guesstimate the time it will take a specific individual to reach the Beastmaster. When calling the closest group of Beasts of a particular species, use the following table :



Magnitude 3 : Beast Command This power causes one Beast to obey the Beastmasters for a number of hours equal to his Animal Empathy. It may be used on multiple targets at no additional Power cost, up to a number of individual Beasts equal to the Beastmaster’s Animal Empathy; this is only possible if the Beasts belong to the same herd, pack or group. ted by this power gets a Mystic Each Beast targeted Fortitude saving roll against the Beastmaster’s Mystic Strength to avoid being controlled. The Beast must be within sight of the Beastmaster and able to hear him. When the effect ends, the Beasts may flee, ignore or attack the he Beastmaster : make a Reaction roll as for Beast Calling above.



Magnitude 4 : Monster Soothing This power has the same effect as Beast Soothing, Soothi but affects Monsters. Unlike Beast Soothing, it can only be targeted at a single creature. Also note that Monsters onsters will tend to attack the Beastmaster once the effects of this power wear off.



Magnitude 5 : Monster Calling This power has the same effect as Beast Calling, but affects Monsters. Like Monster Soothing above, it can only be used to summon a single creature. Since Monsters are decidedly rarer than Beasts, a different roll is made to see how long it takes for the creature to reach the Beastmaster: 2d10



Waiting Time



2 3-4 5-8 9-16 17-20



d10 minutes 1d6 x 10 minutes 1d6 hours 1d6 x 10 hours 1d10 days



Magnitude 6 : Monster Command effect as Beast This supreme power has the same effects Command,, but affects Monsters instead and can only target a single creature.



SACRED HEALERS



A new optional priestly class for Mazes & Minotaurs by Christian Schwietzke



SACRED HEALER Primary Attributes: Wits and Luck Gender Restrictions: Healers can be male or female; unlike with regular priests, Asclepius place no gender restriction on his sacred servants. Basic Hits: 8 Healing Prodigies: Sacred Healers are able to call on the divine powers of Asclepius; their repertoire of Prodigies, however, is more specialized than that of other Priests, with a narrower range ran of applications. Curative Gift = Wits mod + Luck mod Starting Power = (4 + Wits mod) Power Recovery: Like Priests, Healers recover Power by praying their god, at the usual rate of (level) points per hour of prayer to Asclepius. Sacred Healers are the priestly servants of Asclepius, the god of medicine (see Maze Masters Guide,, p 7). Much like regular priests, they receive sacred powers from their patron deity; unlike other priests, their duty lies not in tending temples and sacred places, but rather in tending their fellow mortals – as the resident healer in towns or villages, as a wandering healer in more remote or rural regions, or even as an adventurer.



Level Benefits: Each level beyond the first gives a Healer +2 Hits, +4 Power points, +1 to Luck and +2 to Wits, Will or Grace. Possessions: Staff, dagger, ceremonial robes and a starting wealth of 3d6 x 10 silver pieces.



Healing Prodigies



Restrictions: Because of their sacred commitment, Healers cannot wear armor, use shields or carry weapons other than their staff or dagger. Much like Lyrists, their person is considered sacred by all those who worship the Olympians.



Magnitude 1: Divine Diagnosis



Patron Deity: Asclepius, the god of healing and medicine (see Maze Masters Guide, Guide p 7).



This power allows the Healer to ask Asclepius to reveal the nature of another mortal´s physical condition. This can reveal, for example, not only that someone was poisoned, but also what creature poisoned that person, or what poison was used by another person. son. Similarly, the power can identify the perpetrator of a Petrification or Life Energy Drain, or of a physical injury. If the body is still in a sufficiently intact state, i.e. decomposition has not advanced too far, it can also determine the cause of death. de This power can also be used to determine the cause of plagues and other collective illnesses, including those of magical or divine origin. Asclepius will always truthfully reveal information to his devotee, as far as he knows it; only the intervention interventio of another deity at least as powerful as him could conceal such information from him.



Background Talents: All Sacred Healers obviously have the Healer talent, plus a second talent chosen among the following: Beastmaster, Orator, Scholar, Woodsman or Wrestler. Reputation Effect: Sacred Healers benefit from their reputation bonus when dealing with other healers and with priests and devotees of Apollo, Hermes, Athena and Hestia. Advancement: Like all magicians, Sacred Healers advance by accumulating Wisdom points. They The do not, however, gain any Wisdom for exploring the unknown but gain twice the usual amount for defeating any creature with Life Energy Drain, Petrification or Poison.



Behold the power of Divine Resurrection – but beware the wrath of Hades!



Magnitude 2: Divine Vitality



Magnitude 5: Divine Caduceus



This power works exactly like the Divine Prodigy of the same name, with each use restoring a number of Hits equal to 1d6 + the Healer’s Curative Gift.



This power allows the Healer to infuse his staff with the righteous anger of someone who serves life against those who take it.



It should be noted, though, that each use of this power only costs 2 points of Power, whereas regular Divine Vitality is a Magnitude 3 power; thus, while his healing powers are not inherently more potent than those of a standard Priest, a Healer can use them more frequently – and thus more effectively – than a Priest of equivalent level and Power.



The Healer can use the staff as a regular melee weapon, with a Melee bonus equal to his Curative * Gift and standard damage (1d6) . In addition, Monsters and Spirits with Life Energy Drain, Poison or Petrification will suffer extra damage equal to the Healer’s Curative Gift (with no saving roll). These attacks can also affect Insubstantial beings, which will suffer full damage. Lastly, the Healer adds his Curative Gift to his EDC against all melee and missile attacks. All these effects last for a number of rounds equal to the Healer’s Curative Gift.



While we’re on the subject, be sure to check the rules on poison detailed in Minotaur n°3 (p 44).



Magnitude 3: Divine Protection This power is a triple-dosed Divine Blessing (hence the higher Magnitude). It adds +2 to the recipient’s Physical Vigor, Mystic Fortitude and Defense Class for a number of hours equal to the Healer’s Curative Gift. Unlike those of a standard Divine Blessing, these bonuses can be combined with those of another deity’s blessing, for an even greater effect.



Magnitude 4: Divine Immunity This power operates like a Divine Gift but its effects last for a number of minutes (not rounds) equal to the Healer’s Curative Gift. The recipient (whom the Healer must touch with his staff or hands) becomes completely immune to Life Energy Drain, Petrification and Poison – as well as to a Helead’s Fatal Kiss. This immunity also extends to all diseases, natural or otherwise – but only for the indicated period of time.



This power cannot be used to harm Beasts or anyone who has never harmed another creature in anger or in cold blood.



Magnitude 6: Divine Resurrection This power allows the Healer to bring the dead back to life. Unlike the Napaea´s Kiss of Life, it does work on individuals who died from natural causes – but not anyone who has been dead for a number of rounds greater than the Healer´s Curative Gift. However, every time this power is used incurs a cumulative 1% chance (1% the first time, 2% the second time, etc) of arousing the anger of Hades for disrupting the flow of dead souls to his realm. The nature of this anger is left to the Maze Master to determine. Once triggered, the chance of arousing it again is reset to 1% for the next use of this power. *



Without this power, a staff can only be used according to the staff-fighting rules given in Minotaur n°4 (p 49).



PANKRATIASTS & PUGILISM A new optional character class, unarmed critical hits and a fistful of other things! by Colin Chapman, with a few additional ideas by Olivier Legrand



PANKRATIAST The Pankratiast is an athlete, the undisputed master of pugilism and wrestling. Punches, kicks, grapples, chokes and takedowns form his arsenal, one he requires no weapons to employ. Primary Attributes: Might and Skill. Gender: Male only. Basic Hits = 12 Duck and Weave: Pankratiasts are skilled at making themselves difficult targets and add their Skill bonus to their melee EDC, unless they are surprised or wearing a breastplate. Special Moves: Their training gives Pankratiasts access to various special unarmed combat moves. In game terms, this allows them to combine pugilism or wrestling with any of the following special tactics (which can normally only be used in armed melee): Charge Into Battle, Subterfuge, Bashing, Double Attack and Disarming. See the Players Manual (p 24) and M&M Companion (p 14) for more details. Unarmed Master: Each Pankratiast must choose whether his greatest skill lies in pugilism (Master Pugilist) or in wrestling (Master Wrestler). This mastery gives him two extra combat benefits (one offensive and one defensive), as detailed below. Weapon of Choice: Pugilism. Level Benefits: Each level beyond the first gives a Pankratiast +4 Hits, +1 to Luck and +2 to Might, Will or Skill (player’s choice). Possessions: Cesti (leather straps that wrap around and protect the fists). Their starting wealth is equal to 3D6 x 5 silver pieces. Background Talents: Pankratiasts must take the Wrestler talent and another chosen from Acrobat, Healer or Orator. If you do not use talents but intend to use this class, Pankratiasts should still be given the benefits of the Wrestler talent. Patron Deities: Most Pankratiasts follow Palaistra, the goddess of unarmed combat (see next page). Advancement: As other warriors. Reputation Effect: Athletic Fame. Pankratiasts benefit from the reputation effect when dealing with other athletes and sport enthusiasts.



Master Pugilist Attack: The Pankatiast increases the damage of their blows from 1D3 + Might mod to 1D6 + Might for subdual damage, and may choose to inflict 1D3 + Might mod of real damage instead (pugilism is still ineffective against beasts and monsters, however). Defense: The Pankratiast can block the attacks of other pugilists and melee weapons as per the Weapon Parry tactic. This cannot be used, however, against Large or Gigantic opponents or against the natural attacks of Beasts and other creatures.



Master Wrestler Attack: The Pankratiast adds their Skill mod to their Might score when applying grappling holds, making it harder for opponents to break free. They also add their Skill mod to their damage when ‘wrestling for blood’ (see Minotaur no.5, pg. 56). Defense: The Pankratiast adds their Might mod to all attempts to break free from a grapple, entangle, or hold whether delivered by a creature or wrestling opponent. It cannot be used, however, against Large or Gigantic opponents.



Palaistra



The Legacy of Bruxos Pankration was invented some 20 years ago by the great Thenan philosopher Bruxos, who also was a peerless athlete (which does tend to be something of a rarity among philosophers) and had always been fascinated by the concept of unarmed combat as a true art. The three schools were created (and are still run) by his former disciples.



Palaistra is the goddess of wrestling, and daughter of Hermes. A boyish figure with very short hair, she cares nothing for femininity, but delights only in the arts of wrestling and pugilism, of pitting raw skill and power against an opponent for enjoyment or sport. Symbol: An olive branch (olive oil is used by wrestlers, and victors wear an olive wreath). Typical Worshippers: Pankratiasts, as well as some other athletes. Since she is, at best, a minor deity, she is not allowed to have proper Priests (let alone Divine Agents) or temples of her own – but every pankration schools has a shrine dedicated to her.



According to most reliable sources, Bruxos began to develop pankration after returning his travels to the far east, beyond the Land of the Sun, where he had learned many forgotten secrets of unarmed combat, but some of his disciples insist that their master was actually visited by the goddess Palaistra - who, it should be noted, was almost unheard of before the creation of pankration helped to popularize her name throughout the Land of the Three Cities. A few years ago, Bruxos met a heroic and untimely death under the gaze of a Gorgon, who turned him to stone before he could use his art on her. The stone statue of Bruxos which can be seen in the pankration school of Thena is actually the petrified body of the great martial sage. The statue is always shown by the pankration masters to their pupils as a reminder of no matter how perfect your fighting skills are, you are never truly invincible.



Pugilism Critical Hits The Art of Pankration New School vs. Old School Over the last few years, a new style of unarmed combat combining the techniques of wrestling and pugilism with some never-seen-before moves has appeared in the Land of the Three Cities.



Maze Masters who already use the Critical Hits tables from the M&M Companion and who wish to extend these rules to pugilism should use the table given next page when a critical hit is scored by a player-character or major NPC (whether or not he is a Pankratiast) fighting with his bare hands. Keep in mind, though, that pugilism cannot be used against animal or monstrous opponents.



Scoffed and scorned by the traditional tenants of proper pugilism and wrestling, this new “martial art” (as it is sometimes termed), known as Pankration, has grown increasingly popular with young men who want to devote their life to mastering the science of unarmed combat – as Pankratiasts. Since it is a novel (and not so well-accepted) art, pankration is only taught in three schools – one in each of the Three Cities. The first pankration school was that of Thena, with the royal blessing of King Theseos (himself a keen connoisseur of unarmed combat techniques); Heraklians quickly felt they couldn’t let the Thenans boast the exclusive mastery of some new fighting technique and the pankration school of Heraklia was created less than two years after its Thenan forerunner; not to be outdone, Argos quickly jumped on the bandwagon and pankration soon became something of a craze among the young men of Minea – many of them frequent the school of their city for occasional practice (or just to show off because, you know, pankration is soooo cool) but only a few of them have what it takes to become true Pankratiasts.



- And that’s a Pugilism Critical Hit, buddy!



Special Bonus Section



OFFICIAL ORACLE Unarmed Combat The rules state that “pugilism is a purely human technique and can never be used against beasts or monsters” - but what about humanoid Folks? Yes. Pugilism can be used against Folks, as long as they are humanoids of Medium or Small size. For obvious anatomical reasons, it cannot be used against Large or Tiny Folks. Nor against Beasts, Monsters, Animates or Spirits. Can special tactics like Charge, Subterfuge or Double Attack be used in unarmed combat? Beware the right hook of the Boxotaur…



No, unless you’re a Pankratiast.



Pugilism Critical Hits



Humans are allowed to make two melee attacks per round against Small opponents - but does this also apply to wrestling attacks?



1-4 = Stunned!



Indeed – as shown on the nifty illustration below.



Opponent takes normal unarmed damage and is –2 2 to attack and EDC next round.



So if I manage to grapple two Small opponents, will each of them have to break free against my full Might or will it be reduced by the fact that I’m maintaining two holds at the same time?



5-8 = Dazed! Opponent takes normal unarmed damage and is –4 4 to attack and EDC next round.



9-12 = Knocked Down! Opponent takes normal damage and is knocked down and must spend a round getting back up. Prone characters suffer a –4 4 penalty to EDC.



13-15 = Disarmed! Opponent takes damage as normal and his weapon is knocked from his hand — picking it up takes a full round, during which the opponent can perform no other action than defense (with a –4 4 penalty to his EDC). If the opponent has no handheld weapon, treat as Knocked Down.



Because of the size difference and for simplicity’s sake, you may apply your full Might to each hold. This article gives us a nice critical hit table for pugilism – but what about wrestling? Sorry, no critical hits for wrestling. The Wrester talent advantages characters when breaking free from grappling attacks – does this also extend to the Grapple or Entangle abilities of monsters and other creatures? No. This only applies to the grappling attacks made by other humans or medium-sized sized humanoids.



16-17 = Crushing Blow! Opponent takes subdual damage as normal and suffers the same amount of real damage.



18-20 = Knock Out! Opponent is instantly knocked out. His subdual damage total is immediately bumped to its maximum and will be decreased by 1D6 when he regains consciousness, as per the usual rules (see Players Manual, p 26).



- Go on! Ask me your goddamn rule questions! questions



OFFICIAL ORACLE Official Oracle is a new semi-regular department offering answers to questions about the Mazes & Minotaurs game rules and how these rules can be interpreted in special situations or applied to topics which are not explicitly covered in the various M&M rulebooks. As its title implies, all the answers given in this column can be treated as official rulings (if such things really matter to your gaming group) This issue, we take a look at two completely unrelated topics. O.L. It should be noted that this tactic will be completely useless against Animates, for a variety of anatomical reasons : they either do not need to breathe (and so cannot be choked to death) or are completely immune to things like broken bones, dislocated joints etc.



Major NPCs & Glory Awards How many Glory points do warriors receive for defeating Major NPCs ? The rules give formulas to calculate the Glory awards of creatures, which can also be used for Minor NPCs but I could not find any reference to the Glory awards of Major NPCs in any of the rulebooks. Is this an oversight ?



- Don’t move! I’ve got some new wrestling rules for you!



Wrestling & Damage The M&M wrestling rules do not allow a wrestler to inflict damage to a grappled foe if he so wishes, which seems a bit odd, since real-world wrestling techniques can be used to cause physical injury. What if, for instance, a character wants to choke an opponent to death, just like Herakles did with the Nemean Lion ? Surely such a thing should be made possible in a game like Mazes & Minotaurs ! The Mazes & Minotaurs wrestling rules were originally intended as a non-violent form of unarmed combat. The Players Manual emphasizes this aspect of things by stating that “the grappler himself may not directly attack his victim while maintaining his hold.” That being said, it should be possible for a wrestler with superior physical strength to cause physical injury to an immobilized opponent if he so wishes. This possibility represents ‘wrestling for blood’, crushing holds, choking a victim to death and other dirty tricks (which are of course absolutely forbidden during honorable wrestling competitions). Such actions can only be inflicted on an immobilized victim by the grappler himself and do not require a regular Melee roll : thus, they are not « direct attacks » in the usual M&M sense of the term. Only wrestlers with an above-average Might (13+) may choose this option, causing a number of Hits of damage equal to his Might bonus to his immobilized victim at the end of each battle round. Thus, a wrestler with a Might of 15 (Might bonus +2) may inflict 2 Hits of damage per round to an immobilized victim. This damage is taken after the victim has failed its attempt to break free (ie no damage is taken if the victim manages to break free).



Yes, this is indeed an oversight from our part. The Glory award for a Major NPC should be calculated using the following formula : Glory Award = (Level x 50) + Defense Bonus The Defense Bonus is equal to 5 Glory points for each point of Defense Class above 12, regardless of its source (Luck, equipment, mythic items etc). The effects of some characters’ special abilities on their melee EDC should also be taken into account, unless the character was not defeated in melee combat. rd



Thus, defeating a 3 level Barbarian with a melee EDC of 16 (basic 12, +1 for Luck and +3 for his Will-based Battle Fury special ability) would be worth 170 Glory rd points (150 for a 3 level character, +5 for each point of EDC above 12), unless the character was killed in missile combat, in which case the Glory award would only be 160. As with all Glory awards, if the NPC was defeated by several warriors, then the total should be divided evenly between his various victors. Note that the Defense Bonus has two very interesting (if minor) consequences in game terms. First, it tends to make warriors (who usually have a better EDC than magicians) more “glorious” opponents for other warriors than other character classes. Conversely, since magician NPCs are worth (Level x 100) Wisdom points (as noted p 48 of the Players Manual), defeating a magician will usually be a more profitable experience for another magician than for a warrior or specialist. Secondly, it also ensures that melee combat remains the most honorable (ie more ‘glorious’) way for a warrior to dispatch another warrior : since most warriors tend to have a higher EDC in melee because of their special abilities, defeating them in melee will usually bring more Glory points than shooting them down with arrows.



OFFICIAL ORACLE Official Oracle is a new semi-regular department offering answers to questions about the Mazes & Minotaurs game rules and how these rules can be interpreted in special situations or applied to topics which are not explicitly covered in the various M&M rulebooks. As its title implies, all the answers given in this column can be treated as official rulings (if such things really matter to your gaming group) This issue, we take a look at two rather unorthodox fighting techniques which were overlooked in the rules - knife throwing and staff fighting. O.L.



Knife Throwing



Staff Fighting



The Players Manual mentions that Thieves can select the thrown knife as their Weapon of Choice but the rules on missile weapons do not contain any information about knife throwing. What is the range of a thrown knife ?



The M&M rules say nothing about using staves as weapons. It does seem unlikely that a staff should do the same amount of damage as a true battle weapon, so which rules should we apply the next time our Sorcerer wants to use his Staff of Command as an emergency melee weapon ?



Also, if the damage of a thrown dagger is the same as in melee (1D3, unless used for a sneak attack - but thrown weapons can’t be used for sneak attacks, can they ?), what would be the point of taking the thrown knife as Weapon of Choice as opposed to, say, the sling ? Did we forget to cover thrown knives in the rules about missile weapons ? Oops… First of all, a throwing knife is not the same thing as a dagger. As far as melee and sneak attacks are concerned, knives, daggers, poniards and other similar weapons all share the same characteristics (1D3 damage in combat, 1D6 for sneak attacks) but only knives which have been specifically balanced for throwing can be used as missile weapons. If you try this with your usual, standard dagger, then the attack will simply fail. Knives specifically balanced for throwing should cost 20 silver pieces (as opposed to 15 sp for a standard dagger). Throwing a knife requires a lot of Skill. In game terms, only characters with a Skill of 13 or more (ie with a Skill modifier of at least +1) will be able to use such a weapon. Thieves with a Skill of 13+ who select the thrown knife as their Weapon of Choice will benefit from the usual advantage of rolling two D20s when attacking and keeping the highest roll. A well-aimed thrown knife can be as deadly as any javelin; damage from a thrown knife should be 1D6 (not 1D3). The biggest disadvantage of the thrown knife (in addition to being a “one-shot” weapon) is its limited range. A thrown knife has an effective range of 20’. Unlike other missile weapons, it does not receive any short range attack bonus but can be used at long range as per the usual rules (with a -2 attack penalty and a maximum range of 40’). You are correct in assuming that missile weapons can’t be used to make “sneak attacks” (as implied in the Players Manual, p 25) or, to put it correctly, that “missile sneak attacks” don’t get any special attack bonus or extra advantage (apart from the intrinsic advantage of sneakiness).



Also, shouldn’t staff-fighting exist as a special melee technique ? A quarterstaff used as a weapon will inflict 1D6 Hits of subdual damage (as per pugilism) rather than real combat damage – unlike pugilistic damage, however, this damage will not be affected by the attacker’s Might mod. In addition, characters fighting with a staff can use the following special melee tactics, provided they meet their specific requirements : Weapon Parry (Players Manual p 24, requires a Skill 13+), Disarming (M&M Companion, p 14, requires a Skill of 13+) and Double Attack (M&M Companion, p 14, requires a Melee bonus of at least +4). Staff-fighting characters can also use a special Trip maneuver, which works exactly like a Bashing attack (M&M Companion, p 14), except that it also requires a Skill of 13+. For all their advantages, staves as weapons also have quite a few serious limitations. First, they are only effective against Medium-sized (or smaller) opponents; striking a Large creature (or a Gigantic one, for that matter) with a staff will simply have no effect and attempting to parry a Cyclops’ enormous club with a staff will simply result in its breakage, which leads us to the next big drawback of staves – they are far easier to break than real weapons. Whenever a staff is successfully used to parry an attack made by a battle weapon, roll a damage die as if the attack had struck home (adding any damage bonus for class, mythic items etc); if the final damage roll is 5 or more, the staff is shattered and can no longer be used as a process. Lastly, the Weapon Parry and Disarming special maneuvers are completely ineffective against opponents armed with spears (remember that, in M&M, spears rule !). Only a Thief may select the staff as his Weapon of Choice (but this is quite unlikely among adventurers, considering the existence of daggers and slings).



A TWIST IN THE MAZE A Regular M&M Column by Luke G. Reynard



(Not Quite) The Art of Ancient Warfare It is a well-known known fact that, despite what some overover enthusiastic fans would have us believe, the Mazes & Minotaurs combat rules have very, very little in common with the actual art of ancient warfare as practised by, say, real Greek Hoplites. Sure, the combat system enforces the supremacy of the spear over other melee weapons, Spearmen can shout « Shield Wall ! » as often ften as they want, but that’s about it… And let’s be honest : this is NOT a bad thing. Why ? Because M&M is NOT a historical or even pseudo-historical historical game – and was never intended to be taken as such. Rather, it is a fantasy roleplaying game of heroic adventure adv : hence, the way it depicts combat has (quite logically) more to do with Hollywood movies and fantasy novels than with historical accuracy or military simulation. That being said, some M&M enthusiasts also feel that the « ancient world flavor » of our beloved game would only be reinforced by bringing a little bit more historical verisimilitude (or variety) to its choice of weapons, armor and fighting styles. The following optional rules and equipment were devised with such objectives in mind by Yours rs Truly and our friend Darren Peech (better known in some circles as « the Hoplite Nomad »), who brought the matter to my attention in the first place – a hearty minotaurian salute to him ! Spearman wearing a linothorax



Shields The standard M&M shield corresponds to the circular, metallic etallic shield often seen in art and peplum movies. Light infantry troops in Ancient Greece were actually equipped with crescent-shaped shaped shields made of wicker (and often covered in goat or sheep skin) – these shields were called pelte and the troops which whic carried them were known as peltasts. In game terms, a peltatst shield would grant a defensive bonus of +1 (instead of the usual +2) but would have an Encumbrance of 1 (instead of the usual 2). It would also be considerably cheaper than the standard bronze nze shield, as shown below.



A typical, crescent-shaped shaped peltast shield



Armor The linothorax is a lighter form of breastplate made of multiple layers of linen (sometimes reinforced with leather). In game terms, a linothorax offers less protection than a standard (ie bronze) breastplate (+1 to EDC instead of +2) but is slightly less cumbersome (Encumbrance 2 instead of the usual 3), making the linothorax a favorite of Archers, skirmishers and other light infantry troops. What might make the linothorax of special interest to M&M adventurers, however, is the way it interacts with special abilities such as an Amazon’s Battle Grace, a Barbarian’s Battle Fury or a Thief’s Evasion. While the +1 EDC bonus of the linothorax does NOT stack with the special melee defensive bonus granted by these abilities, wearing a linothorax does NOT prevent a character from using such an ability. Wearing a linothorax actually reduces such characters’ special defense bonus by 1 point… nt… but this loss is offset by the +1 defense bonus granted by the linothorax itself, resulting in a final « penalty » of 0. Thus, an Amazon wearing a linothorax would still benefit from her GraceGrace based defense bonus in melee, with no bonus from her linothorax, orax, but would benefit from the +1 bonus granted by her linothorax against all attacks not covered by her



Anyway, back to our topic, here are some optional rules for those who want to differentiate spears and javelins in game terms. Keep the spears as they are in the rules (Enc 2, 30 silver pieces etc) with the exception of their throwing range, which should be reduced by half (Might x 5’, instead of Might x 10’). Give javelins the usual throwing range of Might x 10’ but with half the usual Encumbrance value (1 instead of 2).



Yes, that’s a Boeotian helmet (sort of)



special defense bonus, such as missile weapons or surprise attacks. The same applies to Thieves, Barbarians rians and other classes with a special melee defense bonus. Thus, if Grondar the Barbarian (Basic Defense Class 13, Will mod +2) wears a linothorax, his melee EDC will still be 15 (his basic 13, plus his +2 WillWill based Battle Fury bonus) but his Defense Class Cla against missile or surprise attacks would be 14 (his basic 13, +1 for the linothorax).



Helmets The standard M&M M helmet is actually a full, CorinthianCorinthian style helmet, offering cranial as well as facial protection, unlike other types of helmets commonly worn by Greek soldiers (such as the Boeotian helmet), helmet which offered little facial protection (see illustration above). above In game terms, such « partial » helmets would only grant a +1 bonus to Defense Class (instead of the usual +2) but would have the same Encumbrance value of 1 as standard (ie Corinthian) helmets. So what advantage is there, you ask, to wear a Boeotian n helmet instead of a standard, Corinthian helmet ? The answer is : none. But such helmets are somewhat cheaper, as shown below.



Spears vs Javelins This might come as a shock to some of you but the M&M rules do treat spears and javelins as the same weapon. Yup, as far as M&M is concerned, « javelins » are simply thrown spears. That’s why both weapons have the same price (30 silver pieces) and the same Encumbrance value (2)… but historically, spears and javelins were different weapons : javelins were shorter, lighter and used exclusively as missile weapons. Warriors often carried three javelins in addition to their other (ie melee) weapons. When I asked Olivier Legrand about the reasons of this over-simplification, on, he told me (after the mandatory short pause and menacing glare) that it was « precisely for simplicity’s sake » and that M&M was all about heroic fun and not about tactical simulation or historical nitpicking - well, he didn’t use those exact words but a much more colorful mix of hand gestures and French swear words (man, you’d be surprised how many of these the French language has), which I took the liberty to translate in a more reader-friendly friendly form of prose.



In times of emergency, such weapons can be used in melee in lieu of proper spears but without any of the various benefits granted to spear-users spear by the M&M combat system : no Holding Back opponents, no Initiative or Defense bonus for Spearmen etc. In other words, javelins used as spears in melee have the same characteristics as swords, without the possibilities of Weapon Parry or Disarming. In addition, a damage roll of 6 means that the javelin remains stuck into the defender’s body and can no longer be used to attack.



Slingers Slings were a very important weapon in ancient warfare and d were often used by skirmishers and other « hit-andrun » troops, which often included marksmen as deadly as any bowman. In legends and popular culture, the sling is also the privileged weapon of the « shepherd hero ». Such characters can easily be translated transl in M&M terms as Hunters or Thieves but since the M&M Companion gave us the Archer, there should logically be room in a military-oriented oriented campaign for a specialist class of Slinger. Slingers should have exactly the same profile and special abilities as Archers, except that their special abilities of Marksmanship and Quick Aim would apply to slings instead of bows. Their starting possessions, however, should be limited to a sling and 24 sling stones, a dagger, a sword and a starting wealth of 3D6 x 5 silver pieces (no helmet or breastplate for them !). If Background Talents are used, all Slingers should be given the Woodsman and Mountaineer talents, reflecting their superior ambush and scouting skills.



Alternate Armament Item



Enc



Cost



Linothorax



2



75 sp



Boeotian Helmet



1



40 sp



Peltast Shield



1



35 sp



Short Javelin



1



15 sp



Next Issue : bringing firearms to the Bronze Age - OK, OK, just kidding (Is this supposed to be funny ? - Ed)



Luke G. Reynard (2009)



Official Oracle is a new semi-regular department offering answers to questions about the Mazes & Minotaurs game rules and how these rules can be interpreted in special situations or applied to topics which are not explicitly covered in the various M&M rulebooks. As its title implies, all the answers given in this column can be treated as official rulings.



Hello, Hello, gentle readers ! Luke G. Reynard speaking ! Forget about the pompous, sanctimonious, ohoh-soso-Official Oracle and let’s TWIST AGAIN IN THE MAZE ! This extremely simple and perfectly sensible rule adjustment has the obvious advantage of making opponents like Myrmidons or Bee-folk a bit more challenging (and even quite dangerous if their Tiny weapons are coated with poison !) but it also has several other interesting consequences in game terms : If this rule is used, armor (even if magical) is no longer the universal defense it tends to be in M&M. This restriction also establishes a pretty neat distinction between the protection granted by helmets and breastplate and the protection granted by Tough Skin, Natural Armor or Invulnerability, which is completely unaffected by the relative Size of the attacker. This attack adjustment can also work in the characters’ favour when fighting Large or Gigantic creatures. A Gigantic Giant wearing a suitably Gigantic helmet and a Gigantic breastplate (assuming such things do exist) should not get any special protection against the melee attacks of adventurers. It is generally agreed upon that the M&M rules handle the various Size categories of creatures in a simple, neat and efficient fashion. I actually tend to agree with the consensus here, too… as far as Medium, Large and Gigantic creatures are concerned. The truth is that the M&M rules do not do justice to Small or Tiny creatures – and I’m not talking about the dubious concept of game balance here but about simple, basic common sense. I’m talking about the following simple question : why on Mythika should a character’s helmet protect him against the melee attacks of Small opponents (who simply cannot reach his head) - not to mention Tiny opponents, whose melee attacks are unlikely to hit above their mansized opponents’ legs. Just take a look at the great illustration above, taken from the Myrmidon entry in the Creature Compendium : as they say, a picture is worth a thousand words. Obviously, a character’s helmet should only protect him against attackers who may be able to hit his head, while a breastplate should give you no special protection against attackers whose height does not rise above his knees. In game terms, these perfectly sensible statements should translate as follows : Helmets should not offer any protection against the melee attacks of Small or Tiny creatures. Breastplates should not offer any protection against the melee attacks of Tiny creatures. Thus, in some cases, smaller can be better.



Last but not least, this rule adjustment also gives an excellent reason to invest in greaves, a type of leg armor which, incidentally, were often worn by Greek hoplites. Until now, greaves had no real raison d’être in M&M, since its combat system has no hit location system (which is, in itself, a pretty good thing)… but with this rule adjustment, greaves suddenly become extremely useful additions to a character’s armor. Wearing a pair of greaves will give you a +2 bonus to EDC against the melee attacks of Small creatures and a +4 bonus against the melee attacks of Tiny creatures, offsetting such creatures’ offensive advantages against armored man-sized opponents. In other words, a fully armor--clad character wearing a helmet, a breastplate and a pair of greaves will have his normal EDC against all opponents, regardless of their Size. A pair of greaves cost 50 silver pieces and has an Encumbrance of 2 (1 for each greave). I wanted to talk about greaves in last issue’s much acclaimed column about historically accurate weapons and armor but I was prevented from doing so by the editor, on the fallacious grounds that all this stuff about Small and Tiny creatures was somewhat off-topic. Since this issue IS a « creature special », I just couldn’t resist the opportunity to have the last word on this.



Luke G. Reynard



OFFICIAL ORACLE



MOVE, FIGHT, RETREAT! Official Oracle is a semi-regular department offering answers to questions on the Mazes & Minotaurs rules and how they can be interpreted in situations which are not explicitly covered in the various M&M rulebooks. As its title implies, all the answers given in this column can be treated as official rulings (if such things really matter to your gaming group.) This issue, we bring you some welcome rule clarifications about movement, combat and actions.



Movement & Missile The Missile Combat Modifiers (Players Manual p 26) list a -2 penalty for using tactical movement: does this mean that a character making a missile attack and using tactical movement in the same round will suffer a -2 penalty to his Missile attack roll, even though missile attacks are resolved BEFORE movement? Yes. It means exactly that.



Retreating Tactical Movement Why is ‘tactical movement’ called so? What is so ‘tactical’ about it? Back in the days when M&M was first designed, the term “tactical movement” was supposed to convey the idea that this type of movement was the one most often used in combat situations (since it can, under some circumstances, be combined to a combat action). If your players find this terminology misleading or confusing, feel free to use an alternate term – such as standard movement.



Once a character has managed to disengage from melee in order to retreat, when does his retreating movement take place? At the end of the round in which he disengaged or during the movement phase of the next battle round? Retreat takes place during the movement phase of the next battle round, just like any other movement. Otherwise, retreating characters would be “whizzing away” from battle before anyone else can react (and would also be immune to missile or magic while retreating, which would simply make no sense).



Initiative & Decision



I find the rules on movement and melee combat somewhat confusing. The rules on Sequence of Action (Players Manual, p 20) state that tactical movement can be combined with a combat action – and I quote: “usually a melee or missile attack”. Does this mean that characters engaged in melee can move at 60’ per battle round while fighting? How does this make sense?



Can combat actions be aborted or changed once they have been declared in the Decision phase – in order to react to an enemy’s own action, for instance? In my games, I’ve had characters declare their action during the Decision phase in reverse order of Initiative (i.e. from lowest to highest), so that characters with a high Initiative score can always take into account the intended actions of those with a lower Initiative, which works well enough - but some official ruling or clarification would be greatly appreciated.



This section of the rules should indeed really have been clarified (but hey, better late than never!). Characters who are engaged in melee combat are assumed to be “locked in battle” and cannot move away from their opponents as long they remain engaged - which is why they need to disengage before being able to retreat. Characters may only use tactical movement and then make a melee attack in the same battle round when they are entering melee, i.e. on the first round of combat. This “first round” clause also applies to the Charge Into Battle maneuver, which can only be used when entering melee combat.



The “reverse Initiative” house rule you suggest for the Decision phase is indeed used by many Maze Masters, either as standard procedure or as a quick way to solve conflicting declarations of action when they occur. Many Maze Masters also simply ignore the Decision phase in order to make combat more dynamic and fast-paced: in this variant approach, characters do not have to declare their action as the start of each round and simply act when it is their turn to do so, during the Missile, Movement or Melee phase. Magic use, however, must still be declared at the start of the round, before any other action is carried out. And speaking of magic…



Movement & Melee



Official or Optional? Over the last four years, various rule modifications, options and variants have been published in the pages of the Minotaur. With our tenth issue looming on the horizon, we thought it was a good time to take a look back at all those new rules – and classify them in two categories:



- What? No tactical movement?



Movement & Magic The Sequence of Action (Players Manual p 20) section states that any “combat action may be combined with a tactical movement” and that a “combat action may also be replaced by another activity (such as magic use).” This seems to imply that it is possible to use magic while using tactical movement, but the wording is somewhat ambiguous. The matter is further confused by the section on Using Magic (p 29), which states that “using magic normally requires one full battle round of full concentration, during which no other action can be performed.” There really seems to be some contradiction here. Could you please tell us in clear and unambiguous terms, whether or not a magician can use magic and make a tactical movement in the same round?



Official rules include rules which cover topics left untouched by the core books (such as curing poison or naval warfare) as well as “variants” which must now be considered official changes to the Revised M&M game system – such as Luke G. Reynard’s popular variant formulas for Danger Evasion and Mystic Fortitude (originally found in issues 2 and 3), which are now the official standard for all Revised M&M characters; starting with this very issue, the Danger Evasion and Mystic Fortitude scores of NPCs will now be calculated according to Luke’s rules (Ah! Triumph ! – Luke) Optional rules include all the rest – alternate or additional rules and stuff which every Maze Master is free to adopt, ignore or alter as he sees fits.



Official Alternate formula for Danger Evasion (issue 2, p 35) Alternate formula for Mystic Fortitude (issue 3, p 37) Renovated Noble class (issue 2, p 23) Alternate repertoire for Lyrists (issue 4, p 33) Curing poison (issue 3, p 44) Staff-fighting and knife-throwing (issue 4, p 49) Elementalism clarifications (issue 8, p 61) Clarifications on movement (issue 9, pp 74-75) Naval warfare (issue 1, p 30)



You are right about the bit in the Sequence of Action section: it is extremely confusing and should really have been clarified when the rules got Revised. But hey, better late than never… So here is our clear, official and unambiguous answer: the use of magic cannot be combined with tactical movement.



NPCs & Glory awards (issue 5, p 56)



The total concentration required by the use of magic is simply incompatible with tactical movement. In the case of powers with a duration measured in battle rounds, minutes or hours, this only applies to the round during which the magic is activated (and the Power points expended): once the Power has been expended and the effect has been activated, the magician can move and act freely.



Fate points and Destiny (issue 6, p 21)



Poetic Magic powers are a special case, since they either require one full minute of singing and playing the lyre before taking effect (Songs of Inspiration, Freedom and Comfort) or are only active while the Lyrist is singing and playing. In all cases, the rule is the same: Lyrists cannot use tactical movement while playing music and singing.



Feats of Strength (issue 8, p 45)



Optional Alternate Amazon class (issue 3, p 6) Alternate Armaments (issue 5, p 55)



Tricks and stratagems (issue 4, p 27) Expanded unarmed combat (issue 8, p 44) Wrestling for blood (issue 5, p 56) Magicians, armor & concentration (issue 4, p 44) Elemental tricks (issue 8, p 51)



Alternate advancement rules (issue 6, p 38) Creatures & Size (issue 6, p 45) Minotaur options (issue 7, p 47) All new classes (various issues)



A TWIST IN THE MAZE A Regular Column by Luke G. Reynard



The Great Saving Roll Swindle Since the Revised M&M M rules came out (gee, is that 20 years already ?), many Maze Masters have developed their own house rules, tweaking, fine-tuning tuning or otherwise turning inside out specific elements of the game – some of them have even re-designed designed some of the classic M&M classes, cla as illustrated by this issue’s Renovated Noble. Noble As the guy who first introduced the Physical Vigor saving roll in M&M (it was called Toughness, back then), I should probably plead guilty for starting this trend – and as this issue’s column shows, I am a an unrelenting sinner…



What’s the Problem ? As a Maze Master, I’ve never been too happy with the way the Danger Evasion saving roll was w calculated in the Revised Mazes & Minotaurs rules. In the Original rules, this saving roll was based on Wits and Luck. The Revised rules replaced the old Faith score by Will and, since saving rolls were now based on three attributes instead of two, Will was w added as the third component of Danger Evasion. Apparently, the official reasoning behind this is that willpower and self-discipline discipline make you more vigilant and thus help you to react quickly and appropriately to unexpected situations… Personally, I fail fai to see how resolve or self-discipline discipline can actually help you to detect a trap or avoid a Chimera’s breath, but I won’t argue on this here. (Incidentally, the role of Will in the game is the topic of this very issue’s Griffin Archives – Ed). What really bothers me is the way this formula disadvantages some classes. The current formula for Danger Evasion means that Sorcerers, Priests and Elementalists having better Danger Evasion scores than most Hunters (yes !) – or, for that matter, than virtually anybody anybo else, with the exception of Thieves and some Nobles. This, even if we try to justify it by some sort of mystical sixth sense (and why not ?), does NOT feel right. And then there is the poor Amazon, who is usually worse than everybody else at Danger Evasion, Evas with the exception of Centaurs… Some M&M veterans have also pointed out that the standard calculation method for Danger Evasion makes it a purely mental affair, with no physical attributes being involved – which seems a bit odd, considering this saving ing roll may be used, among other things, to dodge various sorts of special attacks, avoid traps, move quietly or even perform perilous maneuvers on horseback. Once again, this does not feel right… especially when creatures do get an Evasion bonus for having ng Uncanny Agility. These problems become especially obvious in the case of horsemanship. Since risky riding maneuvers require Danger Evasion rolls, most Sorcerers, Priests and Elementalists will be better horsemen than most warriors; sure, warriors are more likely to have the Equestrian talent and not that many magicians will own a mount, but still…



- Hey, says the Amazon to the Barbarian, how come your Danger Evasion score is better than mine ?



This brings us to the origin of the problem : the fact that Danger Evasion rolls cover many different types of situations under one single score – ones that are agility-related related and ones that are perception-related. perception In the case of creatures, these differences were taken into account, in the form of separate se Detection and Evasion scores. This logic was NOT followed in the case of characters because the designer wanted to retain the idea of an all-purpose purpose Danger Evasion roll, which was a popular feature of the original M&M rules. Sure, we could simply split sp up Danger Evasion into two separate scores, but we won’t go in that direction because (a) I too love the idea of all-purpose purpose Danger Evasion roll and (b) remember what we said about the character record sheets ?



So What’s the Solution ? By now, you’re e probably thinking that this th whole Danger Evasion thing is inherently flawed – just like, say, the various versions of the Encumbrance rules (What are you talking about,, Luke ? – Ed). It is not ! A Twist in the Maze is happy to bring you a simple and elegant solution, which will fix most of the aforementioned problems without turning the M&M system upside down or changing the splendid M&M character record sheets.



Wits (alertness and awareness) and Luck (good fortune) are obvious components of Danger Evasion and must remain constant elements in the formula. Will, on the other hand, is much more debatable. But let’s get back to our problem. Bearing all the aforementioned examples in mind, the obvious replacement for Will should be Skill, since this attribute represents, among other things, a character’s overall adroitness, martial training and eye-hand coordination – all of which can come in handy when trying to dodge or avoid all sorts of natural perils. This would give the following formula :



King Thalos (p 10) : +8 instead of +9, the king’s Skill being slightly less formidable than his Will. Prince Herion (p 10) : +7 instead of +6, thanks to Herion’s superior Skill. Prince Kyros (p 13) : No change, since his Will and Skill are in the same league. Princess Niobe (p 13) : +9 instead of +8, thanks to Niobe’s superior Skill. Theseos (p 34) : +11 instead of +9, thanks to his phenomenal Skill.



Danger Evasion = Wits mod + Skill mod + Luck mod But wait, you say, Danger Evasion is also used for detection ! How can dexterity make a character more perceptive ? This is a good question, for since it directly points at the origin of the problem : the fact that Danger Evasion rolls cover many different types of situations – ones that are agility-related and ones that are perception-related. In the case of creatures, these differences were taken into account, in the form of separate Detection and Evasion scores. I guess this approach was not followed in the case of characters because the designer wanted to retain the idea of an all-purpose Danger Evasion roll, which was a popular feature of the original M&M rules. But let’s get back to Skill. When you come to think of it, Skill and perception are not completely separate concepts : persons blessed with superior coordination do tend to be very alert and aware of their surroundings. Sure, Skill does not equate perception, but can certainly include factors like sharp senses or keen spatial awareness. Thus, it would not be illogical at all to integrate Skill as an essential element of Danger Evasion.



What Does This Really Change ? Every time you make such a “tweak” in the rules, the benefits it will bring to some characters are bound to penalize others. This is not a problem per se, since the original rules did the same thing – but we must be sure that the new results feel right (or, at least, “righter” than the old system). Characters most likely to benefit from this change are those who have Skill as one of their two primary attributes : Amazons, Hunters, Centaurs, some Nobles, as well as probably quite a few Thieves (who tend to favor Skill over Will). In the case of Spearmen, the change will tend to ‘even out’, since their other primary attribute is Skill. Remember our old friend Pyros ? With the old rules, his Will of 15 (+2) gave him a Danger Evasion score of +3. Under these variant rules, his better Skill of 18 (+3) would give him slightly higher score of +4. As a further example, let’s re-calculate the Danger Evasion scores of the various NPCs presented in this issue (yeah, I had access to the source files) : Hippolytos (p 7) : +7 instead of +6, thanks to the young Prince’s superior Skill.



Tharsus (p 36) : +8 instead of +10, since his Skill is not as exceptional as his Will. We can see an interesting pattern emerging here : the variant formula clearly advantages quick, nimble characters, like Hippolytos or Niobe. The case of Theseos and Tharsus, is especially interesting; from their description and overall profile, you’d expect the big, hulking and not particularly bright Tharsus to be less alert, perceptive and quick to react than the fast, dextrous Theseos : yet, the old rules – sorry, the official rules – give Tharsus a better Danger Evasion score (or at least an equal score if we take away the bonus granted by his Tunic of Fortune), simply because he is monstrously stubborn. By giving Theseos a slightly superior Danger Evasion score from +10 to +11 and by lowering Tharsus’ own score from +10 to a (still very good) +8, my variant rules clearly set things right ! On a more general basis, characters most likely to be disadvantaged (ie end up with a lower Danger Evasion score) by this option are those who have Will as one of their two primary attributes : Barbarians, Priests, Sorcerers and Elementalists. In the case of magicians, this is not really a problem, especially since their other primary attribute (Luck for Priests, Wits for Sorcerers or Elementalists) still guarantees them a decent Danger Evasion score : they will still be good at it but will no longer be better than virtually anybody else, which is only fair. The only real loser here is the Barbarian – but remember his high Will and Might tend to give him good scores in the three other saving rolls - Mystic Fortitude, Physical Vigor and Athletic Prowess. Also keep in mind that Luck increases at each new level and that Skill is the only attribute that Barbarians can increase by +2 aside from their primary attributes (Might and Will). In other words, the variant formula for Danger Evasion will make lowlevel Barbarians a bit less alert than they were (and why not ? After all, M&M Barbarians are supposed to be powerhouses, not panther-like gymnasts) but this ‘disadvantage’ will tend to disappear at higher levels, thanks to increases in Skill and Luck.



Next time, we’ll talk about the M&M encumbrance rules -just kidding, of course (yeah real funny, no, in fact next issue, you’ll show how well an aging columnist can dodge an angry Barbarian’s big axe - Editor).



A TWIST IN THE MAZE A Regular M&M Column by Luke G. Reynard



IT’S ALL IN THE MIND ! Last issue, I dissected the Danger Evasion saving roll, identified its fatal flaws and presented a far more logical alternate formula; This issue, we’llll see why Mystic Fortitude sucks big time too… and what can be done about it.



Mystic Fortitude, Revisited In the opinion of many Revised Maze Masters, the incidence of Grace on Mystic Fortitude is utterly gratuitous and illogical. The only justifications that come to mind are the e “need” to make Grace more important in game terms and, perhaps, the desire to give Lyrists and Nymphs (who have Grace and Luck as primary attributes) very high Mystic Fortitude. As far as the sacrosanct and dubious concept of game balance is concerned, these justifications might seem defendable but such considerations should never have taken precedence over simple common sense. No matter how hard you look at it, it really seems very, very hard to understand why being charming and attractive can actually make you more resistant to magic… especially when there was another, much more logical choice : Wits. In other words, the big problem is not the incidence of Grace per se but the non-incidence incidence of Wits… and since neither Will and Luck can logically be taken ta out of the equation, Wits can only replace Grace. Of course, one might argue that magic resistance has little to do with intelligence… but one should also keep in mind that in M&M, a character’s Wits does not so much reflect his brainpower or intellect intellec than his alertness and presence of mind – “raw wits”, if you will – which is why (among other things) this attribute affects a character’s Danger Evasion score or a Thief’s dodging ability… and why it should also affect a character’s resistance to magic, as reflected by his Mystic Fortitude. After all, characters with a quick, alert mind should have better chances of resisting a spell or magical power than slow-witted witted ones. This is especially true for Sorcery, which directly affects a character’s mind and nd includes powers such as Confusion or Illusions… yes, that’s right, under the Revised M&M rules, your Wits have nothing to do with your ability to discern illusion from reality or from keeping your wits about when affected by magical confusion… There is obviously something wrong here. Indeed, if we take a closer look at the various magical powers which can be avoided or resisted by Mystic Fortitude, one is forced to admit that Wits should definitely be part of the equation..



Forget about your Sorcery, old man ! I mean, just have a look at my curves : how Graceful do you think I am ?



Sorcery : Mystic Fortitude can be used to resist the effects of all sorcerous powers, from Confusion, Illusions and Cloaking to Compelling / Enslavement and Psychic Attacks; in all cases, the target’s alertness, cleverness and presence of mind should definitely come into play. Divine Prodigies : The only Divine Prodigy which calls for a Mystic Fortitude roll is Divine Wrath, which the rules describe as “a bolt of pure spiritual energy”.. Here again, a character’s alertness and presence of mind (his Wits) should logically be taken into account, for the same reason it affects Danger Evasion vasion rolls versus more mundane threats. Elemental Magic : Mystic Fortitude is of no help against elemental powers, which usually call for Danger Evasion rolls (see the Players Manual p 32) because of their inherently physical effects. This is a very interesting eresting distinction, since it clearly implies that all magical powers which can be resisted with Mystic Fortitude do not have physical effects but mental, spiritual or psychic ones… which is another strong argument in favor of Wits. Nature’s Gifts : Mystic ic Fortitude can be used to defend against Nature’s Seduction, Seduction various versions of Nature’s Curse and the Heliad’s Fatal Kiss. In the case of Nature’s Seduction,, the arguments in favor
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of Wits are, once again, pretty obvious, since the powers directly ‘attacks’ a target’s ability to reason clearly and stay aware of his surroundings. As for Nature’s Curse and Fatal Kiss, one could argue that the importance of Wits is less obvious here… but then it does not make less sense than Grace. Poetic Magic : Mystic Fortitude can be used to defend against Songs of Soothing and Songs of Wrath. As for Sorcery and Nature’s Charm above, it seems perfectly logical that an alert and sharp mind should advantage you when trying to fight off any form of emotion-based magic. And what about the various special abilities of creatures ? Mystic Fortitude is used to resist against highly mystical special attacks such as Petrification, Vocal Entrancement… and, of course, Psychic Powers. Here again, an alert, sharp mind should definitely be a decisive defensive asset… more than a pretty face or a nice figure, anyway. Honestly, which sentence makes more sense ? (A) “Ah, your foe is charming and graceful, he will be harder to fool with your Sorcery !” (B) “Ah, your foe is clever and wise, he will be harder to fool with your Sorcery !”



So I think we have a pretty clear-cut case here : Wits should definitely replace Grace in the Mystic Fortitude formula, or in other terms : Mystic Fortitude = Will md + Wits md + Luck md Note that this alternate formula also makes Wits more important for all types of characters – not just for specialists and some magicians. Incidentally, it’s quite funny to notice that this formula actually corresponds to the one used by the regular rules for calculating Danger Evasion – but we saw last issue how much this formula sucked, didn’t we ? That being said, you should only use the variant Mystic Fortitude formula given above if you are also using the variant Danger Evasion formula from last issue, otherwise every character would have exactly the same scores in Danger Evasion and Mystic Fortitude… So what does this new formula really change ? Well, it doesn’t change anything for Priests but will give Sorcerers and Elementalists a far better Mystic Fortitude score, since both classes have Wits and Will as their primary attributes. Among the non-magicians, Hunters will get a slight boost but the big winners will be Thieves, who have Wits and Luck as their two primary attributes. This may seem a bit odd at first, but personally, I like the idea of clever, alert Thieves being good at “evading” magic - much like they are good at evading blows and danger in general.



A Valley Nymph reacts to these variant rules



The “big” losers seem to be Nymphs and Lyrists, who can no longer count on their high Grace to boost their Mystic Fortitude, but keep in mind that : (a) both classes have Luck as their other primary attribute, so they are already quite advantaged in a lot of departments (including Mystic Fortitude)… (b) both classes can improve their Wits as part of their usual advancement… (d) such things are bound to happen whenever you modify the way a score is calculated : some characters will get a better deal, while others will be less advantaged than before. As Olivier Legrand’s compatriots say : C’est la vie… Under these new rules, our old friend Pyros the Spearman (Players Manual, p 8), whose low Grace of 8 made him more vulnerable to magic, would now be able to take full advantage of his average Wits and claim a Mystic Fortitude of +3, instead of +2 ! For the sake of further illustration, let’s take another example : the NPC Xalton the Sorcerer, featured in the scenario A Dark Alliance published in the first issue of this zine (see Minotaur Quarterly n°1, p 2 9 for his complete stats). Xalton is an interesting case, because his Grace (9) and Wits (19) score are dramatically different ! Under the regular rules, his extraordinary Will (20) and very high Luck (17), combined with the +1 from his Amulet of Protection, give him a Mystic Fortitude of +8, which is good… but not that good for a guy who is supposed to be a VERY powerful Sorcerer (level 5) and who should logically be extremely resistant to magic. Using our variant formula, Xalton’s Mystic Fortitude would be boosted to a formidable (and much more sensible) +12. Keep in mind that in most sword and sorcery stories, powerful, evil magicians tend to be more vulnerable to swords than to spells and often gloat or laugh when “weak magic” is used against them – something which our alternate Mystic Fortitude formula reflects far better than the regular one.
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Let us now take a look at Creatures. If we make Wits part of Mystic Fortitude, shouldn’t a creature’s Mystic Fortitude also take into account its Cunning in addition to its Mystique ? Well, frankly, there’s no need to go this far, for at least three reasons. Firstly, it would be an awful lot of work to go through the 200+ entries of the Creature Compendium and recalculate each beastie’s Mystic Fortitude… only to find out that this does not significantly alter the scores of most creatures, since those with high Mystique usually have high Cunning as well… Secondly, since the characteristics of creatures are supposed to be “for Maze Master’s eyes only”, there is much less potential for litigious discussion here. As many Maze Masters have had ample opportunity to observe when discussing house rules with their players, creatures’ stats and scores are a much less “touchy” subject than the abilities of characters for the vast majority of players.



The return of Xalton : Ah, these variant rules rock !



But doesn’t this, you ask, make Grace even less important than before ? Well, yes and no, depending on how you look at it. Under these new rules, a high Grace is still a very important asset for some characters (such as Nymphs and Lyrists)… but a low Grace is no longer a liability as far as magic resistance is concerned.



Thirdly (and, perhaps, most importantly) keep in mind that a creature’s Ferocity, Cunning and Mystique are NOT exact equivalents of attributes but broad indicators of the degree of danger or challenge they represent for player-characters - so there is no real need to change or “balance” things here. Mystique, for instance, is a direct measure of a creature’s inherent “supernaturalness” (don’t you love those clunky neologisms ?), which has no real equivalent among the six attributes used to define a character… and which should logically have a heavy incidence on its Mystic Fortitude. (see Olivier, I didn’t destroy the whole system, did I ? - Luke) Luke G. Reynard
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A TWIST IN THE MAZE A Regular M&M Column by Luke G. Reynard



NO MEAN FEAT! FEAT eats of strength A new & nifty optional system for lifting boulders, breaking chains & other feats



wart” in an otherwise smooth and elegant system) but also introduces things like Will and Physical Vigor – characteristics which should logically have some incidence on the ability of a character to push the limits of his physical strength. For all these reasons,, the official Feat of Strength rules really suck – sorry, really feel as a leftover from the Original rules and should have been harmonized with the streamlined Revised rules but were NOT. Since it’s never too late to correct a mistake and this issue has a strong athletic theme, I thought I could give it a shot and devise a much better system for resolving Feats of Strength.



Basic System



- Ah, at last! A new system for Feats of Strength:



What’s Wrong? I’ve never liked the way Feats of Strength worked in Mazes & Minotaurs – for at least two excellent reasons (Oh no, don’t tell me you’re just going to rant about how rotten the M&M rules are - Ed) . The first reason is a purely esthetic one: Feats of Strength use 1d10 and require you to “roll under”, which seems to be an arbitrary, gratuitous and quite warty exception to the general M&M rules, in which almost all challenging actions are resolved with a d20 roll and, perhaps more importantly, according to the “higher is better” principle. The second reason is more technical. Under the current rules, having a higher Might does not actually allow you to do better (ie lift heavier objects etc) but simply gives you a higher chance to succeed at the same generic Feat of Strength – whereas logic would seem to dictate that being Mightier should make you stronger in terms of capacity – as is the case with Encumbrance, which is another direct application of a character’s Might. These problems become even more prevalent in the Revised rules, which dumped the Initiative d10 roll (thereby leaving Feats of Strength as the only “d10



Unlike the official rules, this new system allows the Maze Master to rate the actual difficulty of a given Feat of Strength, trength, in terms of how much Might is actually required to perform the task. Let’s face it: not all actions which can be described as “Feats of Strength” have the same uniform level of difficulty and ripping iron manacles from a wall should logically require ire even more Might than, say, breaking down a heavy door. The Maze Master simply rates the difficulty of the Feat of Strength on the following scale, which is roughly similar (but not identical) to the usual d20 target numbers: Challenging = 15 Spectacular = 20 Herculean = 25 Most Feats of Strength will be either Challenging (difficult) or Spectacular (bloody hard). Herculean feats are normally beyond the possibilities of playerplayer characters – except those with truly phenomenal physical strength (Might 19+), who may have a chance of success (as detailed below) and, of course, characters who have been bestowed the Divine Gift of Strength (see Players Manual, p 31), who always succeed at such feats. Breaking down a door, for instance, is usually a Challenging Feat of Strength, unless unl that door is especially heavy, in which case the difficulty could become Spectacular, while breaking iron chains will qualify as a truly Herculean Feat – note that these examples clearly show the need for different levels of difficulty here.
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Example: Trapped in a terrible death trap with his adventuring buddies, Krondar the Barbarian decides to lift the heavy iron gates that prevent preven him and his friends from escaping certain death. The ruthless Maze Master rules that this will require a truly Herculean Feat of Strength – which would normally make it impossible but since Krondar has an awesome Might of 20, he does have a small chance of success if he manages to push his limits. This will require a successful Physical Vigor saving roll against a target number of 20 2 and then a roll of 5 or 6 on 1d6 (in order to bring his Might score to the required 25). Krondar has a Physical Vigor of +9, +9 so he must roll 11 or more on 1D20: 1D20 he makes it easily, but this only allows him to boost his effective strength by 1d6. Rolling 1d6, he gets a measly 2… which brings his Might to 22 – not enough to succeed at a Herculean feat! Despite his extraordinary Might and his best efforts, Krondar fails to lift the iron gates. “Any clever idea?”” he asks his friends. The Priest of Poseidon then remembers he does have access to the Divine Prodigy of Strength; he uses it on the party’s Noble, who easily lifts the iron n gates, allowing the party to escape (and leaving Krondar a bit upset).



- Does this qualify as a Titanic Feat? Feat



Once the difficulty level has been defined, simply compare it to the character’s Might score. If the character’s Might is equal to or greater than the difficulty, then the Feat is automatically successful. Thus, characters with a Might of 15 or more will always succeed at Challenging Feats of Strength (such as, say, breaking down most doors). If, on the other hand, the character’s Might is lower than the required threshold, he may still have a chance of accomplishing the Feat by pushing the limits. limits



Pushing the Limits This requires a Physical Vigor saving roll against a difficulty level of 20. A successful roll does not mean the character succeeds at the Feat but allows him to boost his Might score by 1d6 for this particular particula Feat; if this is enough to bring the score to the required threshold, the Feat succeeds; otherwise (or if the saving roll failed), the character is simply unable to push his limits and may not attempt that same Feat again – at least not until he has increased incr his Might score or until he benefits from some strengthstrength boosting item or magical effect (such as, say, a Divine Prodigy of Strength). If the saving roll fails and its total roll is less than 10, the character has sprained a muscle and suffers a temporary loss of 1d3 points of Might, which will return at the rate of 1 point per full hour of rest. Let’s now take a closer look at the inner workings of the system. Might remains the most important factor here – and even the only nly relevant factor, unless the character has to push the limits of his strength, in which case Might (sheer physical power), Will (ability to exert oneself) and Luck (overall divine favor) all come into play in the form of the Physical Vigor mod). Thus, this his rule variant seems much more consistent with the game mechanics and overall philosophy of the Revised rules.



Working Together But what, you ask, if two or even three characters try to pool their strength together? This might not always be possible (depending on the actual nature of the feat) but how do we solve this when the possibility does arise in play? Simple. Take the highest st Might score as your basis and add the Might bonus(es) of the other character(s). Thus, if Pyros st the 1 level Spearman (Might 13) gets the help of Krondar the über-Barbarian Barbarian (Might 20, for a Might mod of +4), his effective Might will be equal to 17. Since ce the system relies on Might bonuses, those with a lower Might won’t be of any help here; if the characters need to push the limits, everybody makes a Physical Vigor roll and if at least one of them succeeds, then the collective Might score get the usual 1d6 boost (but no more – i.e. two successful rolls won’t give you a 2d6 boost).



Monstrous Strength Since creatures never need to make Physical Vigor saving rolls anyway, Maze Masters should simply use common sense and dramatic license here. As a rule of thumb, Large creatures should automatically succeed at Feats of Strength, regardless of the level of difficulty – and may even be able to perform even more impressive feats of strength, at the Maze Master’s discretion. As for Gigantic creatures, well, we don’t on’t need a system for that, do we?



Herculean Exploits Maze Master who wish to add an extra mythic touch to this already very nifty (you you know, Luke, humility and genius are NOT necessarily incompatible – Ed) and suitably heroic system may reward warriors who succeed at a truly Herculean feat of strength by their own means (ie alone and without any form of magical assistance) with 20 Glory points, especially if the feat was performed in highly perilous or dramatic circumstances.
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OFFICIAL ORACLE Official Oracle is a new, regular Q&A page about the Mazes & Minotaurs rules and how these rules can be applied to situations which are not explicitly covered in the various M&M rulebooks. As its title implies, all the answers given in this column can be treated as official rulings (if such things really matter to your gaming group). For this first installment, we take a closer look at the toxic topic of poison. Talk about auspicious beginnings…



Curing Poison The M&M rules cover the effects of poison but say nothing about antidotes or treatments. Can magical healing powers like Divine Vitality be used against poison too ? And what about characters with the Healer background talent ? The M&M rules treat poison (ah !) in a deliberately simplified, all-or-nothing manner that has little to do with medical realism (and everything to do with the spirit of old school fantasy adventuring). Things will probably stay this way until someone decides to write a detailed study on venoms and other toxins for The Minotaur. That being said, the issue of magical healing should have been addressed in the rules, especially given the number of creatures with the Poison special ability… So here is a quick rule fix, which will undoubtedly be warmly acclaimed by th players who have seen their 6 level character die from poison while being surrounded by useless Priests or Nymphs and listening to the Maze Master’s ruthless verdict or embarrassed apologies. Poison as defined by the Poison special ability can have three effects : instant death, quick death (in 1d6 rounds) or paralysis (for 1d6 minutes).



Instant Death The only possible “cure” in such cases is a Napaea’s Kiss of Life or any similar power (such as the Priest of Mithras’ Divine Resurrection (M&M Companion p 27) – as long, of course, as the power is used within the proper time limit (which is usually equal to the magician’s magical talent in rounds).



Quick Death If the victim receives magical healing before the fatal 1-6 rounds have passed, this healing may also prevent the poison from taking effect (in addition to its usual healing virtues) but only if the victim succeeds at a Physical Vigor saving roll (target number 15) with an extra bonus equal to the healer’s magical talent. Thus, a victim with a Physical Vigor mod of +3 healed by a Priest with a Spiritual Aura of +4 would roll 1d20+7. Such an emergency treatment is only possible with magical powers that can operate faster than the poison itself, such as Divine Healing or Nature’s Comfort, which require one round to use – but a



Lyrist’s Song of Comfort won’t work, since it would take one minute to perform. If this roll fails, each additional use of a magical healing power will allow the victim a new saving roll, with the same bonus and target number, as long as the victim is still alive. If the victim dies, then the only solutions left are the ones mentioned under Instant Death above.



Paralysis The chances of neutralizing the poison are the same as for Quick Death poisons above but since paralysis lasts for 1-6 minutes, multiple attempts are not as limited as with lethal poison (as long as the healer agrees to spend his Power points, that it).



Natural Medicine If the rules on background talents from the M&M Companion are used, characters with the Healer talent may be able to counter the effects of a quick death poison, provided they act before the poison takes effect. Such an emergency treatment (which represents things like sucking venom out of a wound etc) takes 1d6 rounds to administer and will only have a chance to work if this duration does not exceed the number of rounds left to the victim. Even in this case, the victim will not be automatically saved but will be allowed a last chance Physical Vigor saving roll against a target number of 20 (rather than the usual 15) to survive, thanks to the Healer’s diligent efforts. Note that this can only work against poison delivered by a Poison attack, but not against swallowed or inhaled poison. And what about antidotes ? Well, each type of poison is a specific substance and there’s no such thing as an universal antidote. An effective antidote against the venom of a specific species of Giant Snake, for instance, would be completely useless against the venom of a Cave Spider (or even against other species of Giant Snakes, for that matter). This is an additional proof of the inherent superiority of magical healing over any form of natural pharmacy. At the Maze Master’s discretion, the use of a proper specific antidote could lower the target number of the victim’s last chance saving roll to 10 or even make it automatically successful, as long as it is taken before the poison takes its full, terminal effect.
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TRICK… OR THREAT ? A Maze Master’s Field Guide to Dirty Tricks and Clever Stratagems by Olivier Legrand



A Question of Wits But before we proceed any further, we must tackle one of the Great Perennial Problems of roleplaying : player intelligence vs character intelligence… A character’s ability to devise tricks and stratagems should logically depend on his Wits score, since this attribute represents (among other things) cleverness and ingenuity. But let’s be honest : giving a player a significant advantage simply because he made a Wits roll would not be a very exciting solution. Sure, some games do use « idea rolls » as an abstract way to reflect a character’s intelligence (as opposed to the player’s intelligence – or lack thereof)… but, sincerely, how « fun » is the following dialogue ? Player – We should try to trick this darn Minotaur out of its lair… Do I have a clever idea ?



Tricks & Stratagems We all have in mind the way the famous Greek hero Odysseus managed to trick, lure or outwit his most dangerous foes (such as the Cyclops Polyphemus) or the clever stratagems used by so many fictional heroes to avoid direct confrontation with supposedly invincible monsters… Yet, the M&M rules do not include anything about the use of tricks against creatures, beyond the rules on Subterfuge tactics, which can only be used in melee combat. Sure, the M&M Companion does include rules about traps and deception but neither topic really covers the kind of tricks and stratagems we are discussing here : the traps described in the M&M Companion are physical traps and the type of deception covered in the Influence rules is purely verbal and cannot be used on Beasts or Monsters. Unlike indoor or outdoor traps, tricks and stratagems do not require any material trigger and rely on purely psychological elements, such as distraction or disorientation. And unlike deception, they do not require any form of social interaction with their intended target – indeed, one of the chief purposes of such stratagems is to work against enemies that cannot be persuaded, seduced or intimidated, like wild animals, monstrous creatures or fanatical fighters… This article presents simple optional rules that allow Maze Masters to handle such stratagems in game terms without excessive complication, die rolling or number-crunching.



Maze Master – Roll your Wits. Player – Made it ! I do have a clever idea. What is it ?



During a game session, tricks, stratagems and other brilliant ideas are much more enjoyable when they are the products of a player’s own cleverness and imagination – rather than the products of an abstract game procedure (and a lucky die roll). On the other hand, one may rightfully object that if a character’s Wits has nothing to do with his effective cleverness and ingenuity, then this attribute is pretty pointless. So, ideally, devising tricks and stratagems in M&M should depend on player intelligence AND character intelligence. Combining these disparate elements doesn’t have to be difficult. In fact, the easiest way to achieve such a compromise is to give each element (player intelligence / character intelligence) a different function in game terms. Player intelligence should be the only source of clever ideas. In other words, there is NO way a Wits roll is going to GIVE you an idea you were not bright enough to have in the first place. So where does my character’s Wits score come into play, you ask ? The answer is simple : your character’s Wits score is used to see whether or not he can put your clever idea in practice. Thus, astute players will be able to take full advantage of a character’s high Wits score, while players with low-Wits characters will find it far harder to turn a clever idea into an effective result.
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The Maze Master should take into account the idea itself as well as the current circumstances : time, space and equipment may be crucial factors here. To see if a trick or stratagem actually works, Maze Masters should use the following procedure : a) Roll 1d6 for the trickster and add his Wits mod. b) Roll 1d6 for the intended victim and add its/his Cunning mod (eg 0 for Average Cunning, +1 for Alert, +2 for Clever and +3 for Crafty). Beings with Sixth Sense also get a +2 bonus here. If the victim is a major NPC, use his Wits mod in lieu of Cunning. - Don’t really expect this thing to work twice, do you ?



In other words, the « cleverness » of a trick does NOT depend on the trick itself but on the Wits score of the trickster. That’s right : if two characters with different Wits score have exactly the same idea for a stratagem, the idea of the character with the better Wits score will « work better » than the other. This reasoning might seem a bit weird at first but remember that we are simulating myth and fiction here, not reality. In many mythic or fictional tales, the clever plans or subterfuges used by heroes are not THAT clever… but they almost always work – not because they were intrinsically clever but because they were thought up and carried out by a « clever hero ». The following rules are based on a similar reasoning (Wow, Luke, you really deserve an award for Acrobatic Justification on this one - Editor)



According to this reasoning (and to the rules given, below) characters with high Wits (such as Thieves or Hunters, who both have Wits as one of their primary attributes) are more likely to use tricks because their ideas will tend to work better.



My Cunning Ploy… Because of their very nature, tricks and stratagems can only be adjudicated by the Maze Master on a case-by-case basis. When a player comes up with one of these « clever ideas », the Maze Master must decide whether or not this idea can effectively be used to trick, lure or otherwise fool a creature.



c) Compare the two rolls. If the trickster’s roll is higher, the trick or stratagem works. If the intended victim’s roll is higher, the target sees through the trick and does not fall for it. If the two rolls are equal, the victim is uncertain and hesitates : repeat the procedures but this time, a tie will be enough to alert the intended victim. Thus, characters with high Wits may be able to trick the most cunning beings, while characters with low Wits can only hope to lure the dumbest victims… Speaking of dumbness, Mindless creatures should be made completely immune to trickery ; this may seem paradoxical, but when you come to think of it, you’ve got to have a mind in order to be stupid… Thus, tricks and stratagems will be totally useless against Animates and many Spirits. Speaking of this, the intended victim’s taxonomy should also be an important factor here : it is pretty obvious that some tricks that may work on Folks just won’t work on Beasts and vice versa. The Maze Master will also have to adjudicate the effects of a successful trick or stratagem – again, on a case-by-case basis. In most cases, this effect will be either surprise (as per the usual surprise rules) or distraction (the creature’s attention is diverted from a specific spot for a variable number of battle rounds – if in doubt, simply roll 1d6). In all cases, a successful trick should result in a specific behavior, action or event rather than in a numerical bonus.



Elaborate Tricks



Examples of appropriate ideas include using food to lure an animal out of its lair, attracting (or diverting) a monster’s attention with loud noises or rubbing oneself with odoriferous herbs to fool a creature’s sense of smell.



The d6-based procedure detailed above only covers the “intellectual” aspect of things. In many cases, the proper execution of a stratagem will be a more complex process, involving other crucial elements (which may require their own die rolls). Here are the most common examples of such extra complications and refinements :



Examples of inept or stupid ideas include trying to make a flying creature crash into a tree, wall or mountain by distracting its attention, trying to make a Chimera sick with noxious fumes or attempting to scare a Minotaur with loud cries.



Stealth / Concealment : If the trick requires that the trickster remains unnoticed by his intended victim, the required stealth / detection rolls should be resolved before the trick itself… and if the trickster is detected, then the stratagem simply won’t work.
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Influence / Manipulation : Some stratagems may also require the use of influence or deception (M&M Companion, p 31-32). In such cases, use the same method as for stealth above : the trick can only be i attempted if the influence or deception succeeds). Traps : If the trick is all about leading the target into a physical trap (falling into a pit etc), then the poor victim should be allowed the usual detection roll after falling for the stratagem. Magic : Some stratagems may also involve magic, such as the Illusions created by a Sorcerer. In such cases, make the victim’s Mystic Fortitude saving roll first and proceed with the trick itself if this roll fails.



Group Situations You know the saying : strength is in numbers… but strength and intelligence are not the same thing. In other words, the number of victims you are trying to trick does not really have a significant impact on your chances of success. On the other hand, the presence of a single, brighter individual in a group of intended victims might change everything. If the trick is aimed at a group of victims (such as, say, a band of Boarmen or a pair of guards), the system stays the same : the Maze Master should only make one roll for the whole group. If the targets do not have the same degree of Cunning, simply use the highest Cunning in the group; likewise, a single being with Sixth Sense will be enough to grant a +2 on such a collective roll. On the other side of the trick, the Maze Master should always use the highest Wits modifier in the party, even if that character was not the one to come up with the clever idea in the first place : this does not mean that this character “steals” the idea, but that his superior ingenuity and cleverness will improve its chances of working as intended. The only exception to this rule is when the actual execution of a trick or stratagem (as opposed to its planning or installation) involves several characters : in such cases, the tricksters’ roll should be modified by the lowest Wits mod in the group (“Damn it, that stupid fool Pyros has ruined everything !”).



Final Considerations Tricks and stratagems can add an extra “fun factor” to many adventure encounters… but don’t let them rule the game. The Maze Master is the final judge on what may (or may not) qualify as a « clever idea » and should never hesitate to say NO. If a player comes up with a ludicrous or inept idea, the Maze Master should inform him that this « trick » has no chance to work ; if the player insists on trying it anyway, the trick will automatically fail, preferably in a catastrophic or humiliating manner… don’t overdo this, however, otherwise your scenario will soon transform into a sword-and-sandal version of some Roadrunner / Wile E. Coyote cartoon.



Big + Dumb + One-eyed = Obvious Trick Victim



If a player comes out with a really, really clever or devious idea, the Maze Master may give him a +1 bonus on his d6 roll. Conversely, a very crude (but not completely inept) idea may give a +1 bonus to the creature’s d6 roll (making the stratagem less likely to succeed). Also keep in mind that even the stupidest victim won’t fall for the same trick twice : tricks and stratagems should be about creativity, not repetition. Lastly, sadistic Maze Masters may consider using tricks and stratagems against the unfortunate player characters. In this case, simply use the system the other way around, adding the highest Wits mod in the party to the d6 roll. Of course, players who are bright enough to see through the Maze Master’s cunning ploy do not need to make this saving roll ; sometimes, player intelligence DOES demonstrate its superiority over character intelligence…



Olivier Legrand (2008)



1 Speaking of influence and deception, the simple d6based system described in this article could also be used to resolve bluffing and other forms of verbal manipulation for those who dislike the optional Influence rules given in the “M&M Companion” or find them too complex for their own gaming tastes.
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Each issue,



Griffin Archives unearths an old Griffin article from the glorious 1980s



FAVORED BY FATE An optional Fate points system for MAZES & MINOTAURS, by Igor A. Rivendell Many recently-published RPGs feature the concept of Hero / Fate / Karma points – a pool of points which a player can spend to turn the odds in his character’s favor, make him succeed at heroic tasks in desperate circumstances or even allow him to “cheat death” in the manner of so many fictional heroes. Such a system could add an extra touch of epic heroism to Mazes & Minotaurs, as noted by our Philosopher friend in a recent issue of the Griffin. This article presents an attempt to bring such a system to the game without disrupting its venerable, time-tested mechanics. The rules detailed below are, of course, entirely optional and should only be used by those Maze Masters who really want to add a sense of destiny (or simply an extra touch of “pulpy” heroism) to their M&M campaigns.



Fate and Fortune But before we see how our Fate points work in game terms, let’s examine more closely how the concept of Fate relates to (and differs from) the concept of Fortune, as reflected in game terms by the all-pervasive, omnipresent attribute of Luck. At first, having both Luck and Fate as separate game concepts may seem somewhat redundant, especially given the fact that a character’s Luck already affects so many things in the game (no, don’t worry, we won’t go into the old “Luck-is-toopowerful” debate here). Yet, on closer inspection, we find that Fate and Fortune actually represented very different things for the ancient Greeks – and could thus conceivably be reflected by different game concepts in M&M. Without going too heavy on metaphysics (we’ll leave this to our Philosopher friend), we can define the difference between Fortune and Fate as follows : Fortune is essentially random and always retains an element of unpredictability, while Fate appears to be rooted in certainty and ineluctability. The unpredictable and random aspect of Fortune is already quite well reflected by the effects of Luck in game terms : a character’s Luck score affects all his attack and saving rolls (as well as basic Defense Class, Personal Charisma etc) but never really gives the absolute certainty of success or survival : even characters with extraordinary Luck scores can miss a foe or fail a saving roll.



Behold the Power of Fate !



If we want to add an element of Fate in the game, we will have to make its impact on play significantly different from that of Luck – Luck and Fate should not only be different things, they should work differently in game terms. Yet, for all their differences, Fate and Fortune also share some (very) common elements : both are supposed to be out of a character’s control, both may help or hinder characters in critical situations, both are linked to the will and whim of the Gods and, last but not least, despite their apparent opposition, Fate and Fortune somehow seem to be inextricably tied to one another – much like the two plates of the same (cosmic ?) balance. But enough metaphysics ! Keeping all the above in mind, let’s now see how Fate points could work with the Revised Mazes & Minotaurs rules.
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This rule applies to all attack and saving rolls – including the Physical Vigor roll that must be made when a wounded character falls to zero Hit. Thus, a character’s life may be saved by the power of Destiny, in the form of a wisely-spent wisely Fate point. The way Fate points work illustrates the “certainty” concept mentioned above : while a character’s Fortune (Luck) affects most of his die rolls (as well as attacks made against him, since a character’s Luck affects his Defense Class), Fate “refuses” randomness and replaces it by a one-time one certainty. In combat, spending a Fate point p instead of making an attack roll is usually a sure hit… but will also often result in an automatic critical hit, if the optional Homeric Combat tables from the Mazes & Minotaurs Companion are used.



- Hold on ! I’ve still got one Fate point to spend !



Fate & Level All player-characters characters start their adventuring career with 1 Fate point at first level. Once spent, Fate points cannot be recovered : the only way to get a new Fate point is to reach a new level. Each time a player-character character reaches a new level, he gains a number of Fate points equal to this new level – but these points must be spent before the character reaches the next level. Fate points which are not spent before a new level is reached are simply lost; they will not be added to the he Fate points granted by the new level. Thus, a character who reaches level 5 will have 5 Fate points, regardless of how many Fate point he spent at level 4 (or at any other previous level). This rule has two important consequences. First, it is impossible ible for characters to “hoard” or “save” Fate points from one level to another. Secondly, the higher a character’s level, the more Fate points he gets to spend. Why ? Because each new level represents an important step in the accomplishment or in the revelation of the character’s destiny : thus, the higher the level, the more important a character becomes in the grand tapestry of things.



Remember what we said earlier about the subtle connection ection between Fate and Fortune ? Let’s see how a character’s Fate points interact with his Luck. At first, there does not seem to be any link between the two, since Luck does not affect Fate… but since Fate points are used to replace Luck-related Luck die rolls, s, players of characters with high Luck scores are more likely to trust their character’s good fortune and thus less likely to spend their precious Fate points except when their character’s life is directly threatened. Thus, a character’s Fortune does interact ract with his Fate (and vice versa) but in a suitably subtle and flexible manner.



The Limits of Fate Fate points can only affect attack rolls and saving rolls (both of which are made on 1d20); they cannot be used to influence reaction rolls or other non-d20 rolls, such as damage rolls or feats of strength. A character’s Fate points can only affect his own deeds : they cannot be used to affect someone else’s saving rolls, nor can they be used to make your opponents miss you – such things remain the sole le province of Fortune, in the form of a character’s Luck (which always modifies his Defense Class).



In other words, the number of Fate points available to a character can never be higher than his level. In reality, since spent Fate points are not recovered.



Calling on Fate Whenever a player must make an attack roll or saving roll for his character, he may decide to spend 1 Fate e point instead. In this case, the player does not need to roll the d20 : everything is resolved as if he had rolled a result of 20, plus the appropriate saving roll or attack mod.



- Sisters, the guy has only 1 Fate point left !
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If you intend to graft this system to your ongoing M&M campaign, the easiest method is simply to give each player-characterr a number of Fate points equal to his current level and simply assume that no point were expended so far (and how could they have been expended, since they did not yet exist ?). If you find this method too generous, assume that 1d3 Fate points have alreadyy been used.



Fate & the Gods Despite what some of you might expect, the Gods do not grant extra Fate points to their champions and protégés. There are two reasons for this. The first justification is that the Gods themselves acknowledge the power of Fate and prefer to abstain from meddling with them (at least in a too blatant or obtrusive way), since this could upset the Balance of Destiny (whatever that means).



Fate points are NOT for everyone ! The “automatic 20” granted by the expenditure of 1 Fate point should be more than enough to succeed in most circumstances, although some Invulnerable creatures with an extremely high EDC might still remain unhittable (if their EDC is greater than 20 + the character’s attack mod), in which case the Fate point has been (horror !) spent in vain. This might seem a bit unfair but (a) should occur very rarely and (b) simply means that some very powerful beings are (at least partially) protected from (or by ?) the he powers of Fate… unless they meet the hero whose Fate was to defeat them (or, in game terms, a warrior with a high-enough high attack mod and a few Fate points to spend).



The second, much more convincing reason is that, all things being equal, a Fate point remains rem less powerful than a Divine Call (a type of Divine Boon detailed in the optional rules on divine agents given in the Mazes & Minotaurs Companion)… Companion as well as far less spectacular, and you know how much those deities like to show off. In fact, when you ou come to think of it, a Divine Boon can be seen as a super-powerful powerful version of a Fate point. It would therefore be quite fair to rule that Divine Agents can no longer earn Fate points, for they have placed their destiny into the hands of their divine patron. ron. Thus, a character who becomes a Divine Agent at level 4 does not receive the 4 Fate points he should normally receive for reaching level 4, but will receive the usual 3 Divine Boons granted to new agents instead. Each time he reaches a new level, he will ill gain a new Divine Boon, as per the usual rules, but no Fate point.



A similar situation may also arise with Mystic Fortitude rolls made against a Mystic Strength S so high that the target has absolutely no chance to resist, even with a roll of 20 or the intervention of Fate. There again, we find the idea that some very powerful beings (in this case, very powerful wielders of magic) can “overcome” the Fate of those who are not strong enough to oppose them.



Who’s Got Fate ? Creatures should never be given Fate points, no matter how powerful they are. Major NPCs, on the other hand, can be given Fate points by the Maze Master, within the usual limitations. A simple system to use is to take the character’s level and subtract 1d6 : if the result is positive, this shows the number of Fate points available to the character; if the result is zero ro negative, then the NPC has no Fate points left. Alternatively, you yo might also decide to make Fate points an exclusive prerogative of player-characters, characters, who are, after all, the heroes of the story.



Randomia, Goddess of Game Balance
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This may seem harsh but keep in mind that Divine Agents are already extremely powerful and that Divine Boons ARE more powerful than Fate points. The e “divine destiny” justification is also perfectly logical and consistent with mythical tales. Lastly, this rule also has the advantage of presenting Fate as an alternative to divine affiliation, by giving a specific advantage to those characters who do NOT become Divine Agents, either because they don’t meet the requirements or simply because they don’t want to : the right to make (or at least to follow) their own Fate.



Fate & Doom Words like “fatal” or “fatality” remind us that Fate also has a dark, tragic facet. In many mythic tales, heroes who have been protected by Fate are often punished by Fate as well, either for having called on the powers of Fate one time too many or for having thought themselves mightier than Fate itself in a classical crisis of hubris. In game terms, this dark, tragic dimension of Fate (which we shall call Doom) represents the necessity of counter-balancing counter the wonderful advantages granted by Fate points. So how can we simulate all this in game terms ?



- Excuse me, ladies, are you the Three Fates ?



eep a running total of all the Each player should keep Fate points spent on behalf of his character. This total, called the Destiny total, is a direct indication of how many times the character has called on Fate during his entire life. If a character’s Destiny total ever reaches his current Luck score, then he is on the verge of Doom. In other words, characters should never let their Destiny exceed their Luck, because this would mean Doom.



Depending on a character’s Luck score, the loss of a single point may or may not have a direct impact in game terms : falling from 16 to 15, for instance, will not reduce the character’s Luck mod, but falling from 15 to 14 would reduce it from +2 to +1. Luck losses that do not affect the Luck mod should be interpreted as warning signs of impending doom, while losses that do reduce the Luck mod are clear and manifest retributions on the character’s fortune.



Each Fate point spent beyond a character’s Destiny limit will literally “force Fate”, qualifying ifying as an act of hubris : the Fate point will have the usual effect but will also cause the permanent loss of 1 point of Luck. In other words, Fate will still give the character what he wants but will make him pay a heavy price for that, affecting his long-term term Fortune.



Thus, characters who have reached their Destiny peak can still call on Fate… but at a potentially devastating price, since a reduction of Luck can sometimes create the difference between life and death. That’s what Doom is all about. If a Doomed character manages to increase his Luck over his Destiny limit (usually by reaching a new level), then he is no longer Doomed – but will obviously have to tread a very fine line if he doesn’t want to be Doomed once again. Also note that such a reversal of fortune is only possible for characters whose Destiny does not exceed their Luck by more than one point : those who are already way past the limit of their Destiny are simply beyond redemption. Since Luck represents divine favor, this possibility of offsetting Doom by increasing one’s Luck shows that even the Gods can sometimes be merciful too. Lastly, since Divine Agents no longer earn Fate points, they are virtually immune to the effects of Doom – precisely because of their divine patron’s attention and protection.



- Why, WHY did I have to run out of Fate points ?



Igor A. Rivendell (1989)
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A TWIST IN THE MAZE A Regular M&M Column by Luke G. Reynard



ADVENTURES & ADVANCEMENT (or : doing away with the whole Glory / Wisdom / Experience thing) Even in a straightforward, heroic adventure RPG like M&M, there are many different gamemastering styles. When you come to think of it, there are probably as many Maze Mastering styles as there are Maze Masters… but once a session is over, Maze Masters really tend to fall into two broad categories : those who delight in counting each and every Glory or Wisdom point gained by the player-characters (not to mention Experience for those darn Thieves and Hunters) and those for whom this activity is a boring, pointless exercise in number-crunching and the worst part of what being a Maze Master is all about (and I’ll say nothing about the ‘fun’ of arbitrating players’ arguments and complaints). If you belong to the first category, then you might as well stop reading now ; if, on the other hand, you would gladfully throw away the arbitrary, unwieldy and ridiculously meticulous Glory / Wisdom / Experience system in favor of a much simpler method of character advancement, then rejoice, for this is precisely what this article is all about. The basic idea behind this alternate approach is a very simple one : characters simply go up in level once they have completed a certain number of adventures, without having to keep an obsessive total of Glory, Wisdom or Experience points. The higher the level of the character, the more adventure he must complete in order to level up. This number of required adventures is equal to the level the character is trying to reach. Thus, it would take two adventures to go from level 1 to level 2, three more adventures to reach level 3, four more adventures to reach level 4 and so on. Thus, reaching the legendary 6th level would take a grand total of twenty adventures, which is a more spectacular achievement than it may seem at first. Let’s get down to the specifics of the system. First, we need to define what « completing an adventure » actually means and what it does NOT mean. Adventure is not always synonymous with game session : an adventure should be defined as a complete scenario, which may actually cover one or several sessions of play. Furthermore, completing an adventure does not just mean participation or mere survival but does include the idea of success. In other words, the Maze Master may simply decide that a given adventure does not count toward a character’s advancement either because it was not challenging or perilous enough or because the character completely failed to accomplish the overall goals of the scenario.



The heroic Luke G. Reynard battling the Great Monster of Needless Complexity in the Labyrinth of Optional Variants



Ultimately, it is the Maze Master’s responsibility to present his players with adventures that are challenging and perilous enough for their characters but which have attainable objectives. So the term adventure in this context should really be taken as suitably challenging adventure - but every Maze Master worth his salt already knows this, right ? I mean, nobody is going to pit a group of first-level neophytes against a Chimera or, at the other end of the spectrum, annoy sixth-level living legends with a handful of marauding Boarmen… Regardless of which advancement system you are using, the challenges of an adventure should always fit the overall power level of the player-characters. But let’s get back to our freeform advancement system. Maze Masters who find this approach interesting but a bit too schematic or rigid may make things more flexible by introducing two special types of adventure scenarios : mini-adventures and maxi-adventures.
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In addition of freeing the Maze Master from what can often become a dreary exercise in bookkeeping, this variant advancement system also has the big advantage of making the advancement of player-characters a group effort (since each adventure will have the same advancement worth for all those who were actively involved in it) rather than the competition it can sometimes become – or « Glory hounding » as it is known among some M&M players. This collective approach to character advancement is also a simple and effective way to promote the kind of team spirit or fellowship often found in fantasy novels and movies featuring groups of heroes. As noted in the first lines of this article, this alternate approach will not appeal to every group’s gaming sensibilities - some players actually enjoy the competitive aspects of character advancement and are very attached to the idea of rewarding each individual character according to his own merits, heroism, resourcefulness or number of ‘kills’. - Come on, Mino, let’s do this on our own ! There’s no way I’m gonna share these Glory points with anybody else !



A mini-adventure is a short scenario which does challenge the characters’ abilities but cannot really be compared to a full-blown adventure in terms of difficulty, length or danger ; mini-adventures simply count as halfadventures for advancement purposes. In other words, a 1st level character could reach level 2 after completing two full adventures or four miniadventures or one full adventure and two miniadventures. Conversely, maxi-adventures are scenarios which are especially challenging, difficult or dangerous and which usually take several game sessions to complete. A maxi-adventure counts as two full adventures for advancement purposes. Thus, completing a single maxi-adventure may be enough to reach level 2. This idea could also be extended to include mega-adventures, with each megaadventure worth two maxi-adventures (or four full adventures) : the recently-published Tomb of the Bull King is a perfect example of such a mega-adventure (or mini-campaign, depending on how you look at it).



Such players may find this freeform system a bit too ‘collectivist’ for their tastes, since it apparently does not allow the Maze Master to give ‘extra credit’ to characters who have been especially brave, clever, resourceful, heroic or brilliant during a game session – but this is not really a problem (or even not a problem at all) when you start considering the player-characters’ party as a group, rather than as an accidental or artificial gathering of individualists. Remember what we said earlier about successfully completing adventures ? Well, since heroism and resourcefulness are often the keys to success, each individual character can now actively contribute to the advancement of the group as a whole : the more heroic or resourceful you and your fellow adventurers prove to be, the more likely you are to successfully complete an adventure and advance accordingly – so that when Pyros the invincible Spearman saves the day (and the lives of his fellow adventurers !) by single-handedly defeating that Manticore, everybody in the party will benefit from his heroic behavior… Luke G. Reynard
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A TWIST IN THE MAZE A Regular M&M Column by Luke G. Reynard



GIVE MAGICIANS A FIGHTING CHANCE



- Frankly, do you see ANY reason, I mean any REAL reason why I shouldn’t be allowed to wear this, too ?



Rules & Restrictions As in most other roleplaying games, magicians in M&M suffer from a number of more--or-less arbitrary restrictions, which usually have more to do with the concept of Game Balance than with the “reality” of magic as described in myth and fiction. The two most blatant examples are the restrictions on armor and the need for magicians to maintain a completely undisturbed concentration for at least one battle round (and far longer for Lyrists) before releasing their powers. Both restrictions obviously have the same goal; which is to limit the efficiency of magicians in combat situations and leave the battlefield to warriors. I won’t argue with this reasoning, which is (after all) one of the pillars of old-school school fantasy gaming; the problem I see here is not that these restrictions exist but ut that their treatment in game terms is far too clear-cut, cut, with no room for special cases or middle ground : magicians simply can’t wear any armor or they lose all their powers and their magical operations are always aborted if their concentration is disrupted, period. Why is this a problem ? Because almost all other activities and aspects of an M&M character’s adventuring life incorporate an element of chance and unpredictability : seriously wounded heroes can



avoid id death with Physical Vigor rolls, magical powers can be resisted against with Mystic Fortitude rolls, characters can be missed by archers because their high Luck gives them a high Defense Class… so why should the restrictions on magic use be handled in such uch a binary, arbitrary manner ? Here are a few simple optional rules for those who wish to make these restrictions a less clear-cut clear affair, without complicating the game too much.



Magicians and Armor According to the various class descriptions in the Players Manual,, the reasons why magicians cannot use their powers while wearing armor are, well, pretty vague : the general idea here seems to be some freakish metaphysical incompatibility about magic and metal – but we won’t argue with this, otherwise we might as well wonder why magicians can use bronze daggers or even swords. The real problem is not WHY but HOW armor should restrict a magician’s ability to use his powers. OK, so wearing armor disrupts magical activities… but does this disruption really have to result in a complete impossibility to use magic ? Wouldn’t it be fairer (and, as weird as it might seem, more “logical”) if armor hindered the use of magical powers, without prohibiting them completely ?
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Over the years, many Maze Masters have developed house rules to handle such things – rules which usually result in a higher Power cost but this is a bit heavy… and also quite easy to forget in the heat of the moment. The easiest way to handle this is to apply a penalty of -2 2 to the magician’s Magical Talent for each piece of protective equipment (helmet, breastplate, shield). If this reduces the character’s Magical Talent to 0 (or less), then he will be unable to use us his powers with so much metal on himself. Thus, a Sorcerer wearing a helmet and breastplate would suffer a -4 4 to his Psychic Gift – in other words, he would need a Psychic Gift of at least 5 to be able to use his powers with so much metal on himself and d would always do so at a disadvantage. At the discretion of the Maze Master, this penalty could be halved to -1 1 in the case of Priests wearing magical helmets, breastplates or shields directly associated with their patron deity – such as a Priest of Aress wearing a Breastplate of Ares or a Priestess of Athena wearing a Helmet of Athena. This Magical Talent penalty should not affect the magician’s Mystic Strength; in other words, wearing armor should make a magician’s powers less efficient or powerful but not easier to resist.



Magicians and Concentration Why shouldn’t a powerful or strong-minded strong magician be able to maintain his concentration in spite of possible distractions ? Sure, in most such situations, a magician’s concentration should be disrupted… but making this disruption likely rather than automatic could add an extra element of chance and drama to the use of magic powers during fast-and-furious scenes. So HOW exactly do you manage to break a magician’s concentration ? The most obvious method seems to be direct physical injury : normally, any successful attack against a magician occurring while he prepares his magic should be enough to break his concentration and abort bort the whole operation… but magicians with a superior Will should be given a chance to succeed despite the pain. The easiest way to reflect this idea in game terms is to decide that an attack has to inflict more Hits of damage than the magician’s Will bonus to break his concentration. Thus, a magician with a Will of 13 or 14 (Will bonus +1) will be able to retain his concentration if he suffers only 1 Hit of damage, but it would take at least 5 Hits of damage in a single attack to break the concentration n of a magician with a Will of 19 or 20 (Will bonus +4). The main exception to this rule should be surprise attacks, which (if successful) should always break a magician’s concentration, regardless of how much damage they do.



This Elementalist volunteered to playtest the new rules on injuries and concentration



In the case of magical operations which require a magician to maintain his concentration over several rounds (such as the various Songs of Lyrists, who often have to play for a whole minute before their magic takes effect), possible interruptions may also include magical distractions - such as, say, the Nature’s Seduction of Nymphs or the Swirling Winds of an Air Elementalist : in such cases, c magicians who fail their saving roll against the distracting magical effect will automatically lose their concentration, while those who successfully resist the attack will remain focused if they made their saving roll by at least 5 points. If, for instance, a Sorceress wants to keep a victim under her Compelling while attacked by an enemy Sorcerer’s Psychic Attack with a Mystic Strength of 17, she will have to roll a total of at least 22 on her Mystic Fortitude saving roll to resist the Psychic Attack ack and maintain her Compelling; if she rolls anything from 17 to 21, she will resist the attack but her concentration will have been broken. But what about non-violent, violent, non-magical non distractions (you know, things like trying to break the magician’s concentration tration by making loud noises, silly gestures etc) ? Well, frankly, such cheap tricks should simply never be allowed to work – so, yes, forget about interrupting a Lyrist’s Song by shouting or singing “something else”), unless the Maze Master thinks the diversion iversion would be enough to actually cause surprise in a combat situation. Well, that’s all, folks… for now ! Next time, we’ll talk about Something Completely Different (yeah, enough with trashing the rules…). rules…) In the meantime, be sure to check my friend Igor I A. Rivendell’s article, which details some nifty optional and variant rules for that most enchanting of classes, the Lyrist. Next time, we’ll talk about multiclassing – or how to play a Barbarian-Thief-Lyrist Lyrist (nice ( try, Luke – Ed) Luke G. Reynard
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SINGING A NEW TUNE Revisiting the Lyrist’s Repertoire, Repertoire by Igor A. Rivendell (2008)



This power also makes the audience immune to Fear (with a capital F) and here we see great potentiall for endless litigations across the gaming table : what is Fear with the capital F ? Does this mean that characters under the influence of a Song of Freedom are immune to the effects of the Fearsome special ability of some creatures – in which case these creatures’ EDC and Initiative have to be lowered by 2 against those characters only ? Does this affect the “panic effect” such creatures may have on a character’s followers ? Of course, it is perfectly possible for individual Maze Masters to “house rule”” such things… but this really seems like a departure from the “fast & simple” spirit of the M&M rules, which tend to favor streamlined mechanics over exceptions and special cases. That being said, the greatest problem with Song of Freedom is of a different ent nature and has to do with self-consistency. The Players Manual clearly states that Lyrists are themselves totally immune to the effects of Poetic Magic, including beneficial ones.



Lyrists are one of the greatest M&M M& classes… I mean, WHO can resist the idea of nonviolent, harpharp playing poets turning song and music into magic ? Unfortunately, Poetic Magic as detailed on pages 37-38 of the Players Manual suffers from various minor design flaws and small inconsistencies inconsistenc that really ought to have been fixed when the rules were Revised, back in 1987. This article presents two alternate powers to fix these problems as well as a closer examination of some common situations (What happens when a Lyrist gets interrupted in the middle of a Song ?) and a few new options (such as singing a cappella).



Songs of Freedom What’s wrong with Song of Freedom ? First, its effects do seem a bit too powerful for a Magnitude 2 power, since it grants total immunity to Sorcery and various other threats, all this for a mere expenditure of 2 Power points : this is really much more powerful than the +2 bonus granted by 1-point 1 powers such as Divine Blessing or (to remain in the realm of Poetic Magic) Song of Inspiration. Inspiration



See the problem here ? A Lyrist can make his fellow adventurers completely tely immune to Sorcery and Petrification, without being able to bestow such protection on itself… so the next time Harpos the Lyrist sings his Song of Freedom to protect his friends from the petrifying gaze of a Gorgon, all the serpent-haired haired shrew has to do is to direct her gaze on the harp-playing playing guy himself. Sure, our friend Harpos could try to play from a concealed location… but such situations and ideas will probably make the game more comical rather than more heroic. Note that this reasoning could d also apply to Sorcery. Since Lyrists cannot benefit from their own Songs, all Narkos the evil Sorcerer has to do to foil the effects of Harpos’ Song of Freedom is to Compel him to stop playing… and voila, voila it’s Psychic Attack time once again for our poor Lyrist friend ! Still, I like the name Song of Freedom (perhaps a hidden tribute to Bob Marley ?) and the general concept behind it (poetry defeating sorcery, fear and other negative forces) so instead of replacing it by an entirely new power, I have decided deci to rework its effects in order to make them more consistent with its modest Magnitude level of 2 and to avoid the “immunity paradox” detailed below. See next page for the description of this variant Song of Freedom.
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Magnitude 2 : Song of Freedom This Song can be used to free other characters or creatures from Enslavement by a Sorcerer or creature with Psychic Power. The Enslaved being must be within the usual radius of 5 times the Lyrist’s Orphic Voice bonus; the song may affect several individuals individu (up to the Lyrist’s Orphic Voice bonus), at no additional Power cost. Playing this Song takes one minute (10 battle rounds). At the end of the Song, each targeted listener is allowed a Mystic Fortitude saving roll with a bonus equal to the Lyrist’s Orphic rphic Voice against a target number equal to the Mystic Strength of their master : if this roll is successful, the target will be instantly freed from Enslavement. If the roll is failed, however, the Enslaved being will be forever unable to hear this particular parti Lyrist’s Songs of Freedom. These effects may seem pretty modest at first but remember that Enslavement is supposed to be a permanent condition which can only be broken by death or divine intervention. The fact that it can also be used against creatures cre also makes it a very effective power against those Sorcerers who protect themselves by an Enslaved menagerie of Monsters (and such Monsters will always be susceptible to the effects of the Song, since Mindless creatures cannot be Enslaved in the first place anyway !). On a more, well, poetic level, this redefined Song of Freedom also accentuates the Apollonian aspect of Lyrists, as divinely-inspired poets - liberation from Enslavement being, in effect, a minor form of divine Intervention).



Poetic Injustice Then there is Song of Glory. Man, do I hate this power… First, it allows a character to “gain” Glory points for nothing. This is SO wrong ! Glory points should always be earned for something that deserves it : having your Lyrist friend gives you yo a big Glory boost simply by singing about your exploits feels a bit like cheating, doesn’t it ? The old Myth & Magic supplement (in which Lyrists were first introduced) used the Original M&M rules, in which a magician’s repertoire of powers was limited by his level. This made Song of Glory a supreme and ultimate ability which could only be th used by 6 level Lyrists… but since magicians in the Revised rules have access to their full repertoire of powers right from level 1, this already quite dubious power became even more problematic. And the same goes for Satires, their reversed version, which obviously have more to do with Celtic bards than with Greek (or even pseudo-Greek) Greek) poets.



In addition, this so-called called supreme power becomes completely useless once your Lyrist has composed a Song of Glory for every warrior in his group… unless he wants to become a “Lyrist for hire” and earn his living by composing osing Songs of Glory for all the warrior NPCs of Mythika (or Satires for their enemies). This is absurd and, above all, boring : where is the magic, the enchantment, enchantment the poetry ? This power should really be dumped in favour of something a bit more interesting, interes magical and, yes, powerful (this is a Magnitude 6 power !). The Song of Life described below takes its inspiration from the Magnitude 6 power of Napaea (Kiss of Life) as well as from the sad tale of Orpheus and Eurydice.



Magnitude 6 : Song of Life This power was designed to replace the Song of Glory described in the Players Manual. Manual This beautiful elegy has the power to resurrect persons who have just been killed, calling them back to the world of life by its entrancing music. Unlike all other Songs, a Song of Life can only be directed at a single person, whose name must be integrated into the words of the Song for the magic to operate. As usual, the subject must be within (Lyrist’s Orphic Voice x 5) feet of the Lyrist; in addition, the Song can only work if the chosen individual has been dead for a number of battle rounds equal to orr lower than the Lyrist’s Orphic Voice bonus : beyond this limit, his soul has already entered the Underworld and cannot be brought back – as illustrated by the tragic tale of Orpheus and Eurydice. Persons who have died from natural causes (old age etc) cannot ca be brought back by this Song, which can only affect those who died “before their time” because of some sudden fatality – combat, magic, poison, accidents etc. This Song takes one minute (10 battle rounds) to perform; if the Lyrist is interrupted before bef the Song is concluded, the soul will depart forever to the Land of the Dead.
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Songs of Soothing and Songs of Wrath have the same modus operandi : unlike the four other types of Songs, both need to overcome their targets’ Mystic Fortitude and both take effect right from the start, operating in a continuous manner for a certain duration, as long as the Lyrist keeps playing. In such cases, the Power must be expended right from the start : as implied in the Players Manual, this allows the Lyrist to affect his intended targets for a number of rounds equal to his Orphic Voice bonus, as long as he keeps on playing… and if he wants to affect them for a longer time, he simply has to start playing the Song all over again (which requires a new expenditure of Power and gives his targets a new Mystic Fortitude saving roll). To sum up : beneficial Songs take effect once they are finished and require a final Power expenditure, while Songs which need to overcome their targets’ Mystic Fortitude require a preliminary expenditure of Power and operate continuously for a certain duration, as long as the Lyrist keeps playing.



Don’t Shoot the Harpist !



The Power of Music Unlike all other types of magic, Songs of Power take several battle rounds (usually 10) to perform… and this raises a very important question : when does do a Lyrist expend his Power points ? At the start of a Song or at the end of it ? This might be extremely important if the Lyrist is interrupted (see below).



What happens when a Lyrist is interrupted in the middle of a Song ? And what exactly can qualify as an interruption ? Oddly enough, such obvious questions were never really addressed in the M&M rules. If a Lyrist is interrupted while performing a Song, it is quite obvious that he will have to start over again… but doess he lose any Power in the process ?



The Players Manual rules give no clear answer to this question, although the description of the t Magnitude 1 Power (Song of Inspiration) clearly states that the Power points is expended “at the end”… but this cannot work for powers which start to operate immediately and have a continuous effect, like Song of Soothing and Song of Wrath : in such cases, es, spending the Power at the start of the Song is the only logical procedure, as implied (but not in a very clear manner) by the description of the Song of Soothing (“Lyrists “Lyrists may play this song over and over, with a renewed expense of Power (and a new Mystic tic Fortitude roll for targets) every time”). time In the end, all this seems a bit confusing and clearly calls for some clear, explicit ground rules. Looking at the Lyrist’s (revisited) repertoire, we can see that there are two broad categories of Songs : Songs with a beneficial effect (Songs Songs of Inspiration, Inspiration Freedom, Comfort and Life)) and Songs which allow the Lyrist to influence or hurt his intended targets (Song of Soothing and Song of Wrath). Wrath Beneficial Songs share a common feature : their magic operates tes once the Song is over. In such cases, the Power must be spent once the Song is over, to channel its magic to its intended audience.
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The harp should be an important component of Poetic Magic, but not a vital, indispensable one. Maze Masters who agree with this reasoning should simply allow a cappella Lyrists to use their magical powers but at double the normal Power cost. Thus, an a cappella Song of Life would require a hefty expenditure of 12 Power points.



Target Audiences Finally, there is the question of who (or what) can be affected by a Lyrist’s powers – especially in the case of Songs of Soothing and Songs of Wrath, which are often used against nonhuman creatures. Here again, some clarifications are needed.



Well, this particular question is no longer a problematic issue if we use the clarified rules for Power expenditure given above : if the Song was a beneficial one and the Lyrist is interrupted, the Song is aborted but no Power is lost; on the other hand, if the Song required a preliminary Power, then the Power has already been expended. But how exactly do you interrupt a Lyrist ? Well, the excellent Luke G. Reynard tackles this very problem in this issue’s A Twist in the Maze and what he says there about magicians, concentration and distractions fits in perfectly with our own lyrical musings (Hey, Hey, we’re an interactive webzine ! – Ed).



Going A Cappella As most of you probably know, singing a cappella means singing without musical accompaniment. accompaniment The Players Manual explicitly states that Lyrists must sing AND play the harp to work their magic : in other words, Lyrists who have somehow lost their precious musical instrument are left completely powerless. This seems a bit unfair (since no other magician class can be deprived of its powers in a similar manner) as well as somewhat illogical, since a Lyrist’s talent is based on his Orphic Voice.



The description of the Song of Soothing states that it can be used against “a mortal, animal or monster”, monster” which leaves out Spirits and an Animates… but the description of Song of Wrath includes no such restriction. That being said, the general description of Poetic Magic clearly states that Mindless beings cannot be affected by a Lyrist’s magic - this includes all Animates… but not all Spirits Spi : Ghosts, Empusas or Cacodemons, for instance, are not Mindless. Since a Spirit is not “a mortal, animal or monster”, monster” such beings should not be affected by Songs of Soothing… … but since they are not Mindless, they should logically be vulnerable to the effects of a Song of Wrath.. So how do we reconcile these seemingly contradictory facts ? The rationalisation is actually quite logical (and poetic too !) : Spirits like Ghosts, Empusas or Cacodemons may not be Mindless but they are not alive and the otherworldly erworldly rage, despair, passion or sheer malevolence that drives and inhabits them makes them immune to the emotions of the living (and consequently to the emotion-based emotion effects of a Song of Soothing)… )… but not to spiritual attacks, which is exactly what Songs ongs of Wrath are supposed to be - Q.E.D !



Last Notes Well, I’ve got nothing to add... but I simply could not resist the temptation to end this lyrical article with a paragraph called Last Notes.. ☺
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Each issue,



Griffin Archives unearths an old Griffin article from the glorious 1980s



FUN WITH THE



FOUR eLEMENTS New Options for Classic Elementalists, by Igor A. Rivendell Ever since they first appeared in the old Myth & Magic supplement, Elementalists and their flashy, spectacular powers have been a favorite class choice of many M&M players – but there is more to Elemental Magic than showy FXs and brute force. The purpose of this article is to examine a few nifty (and sometimes dirty) tricks to the Elementalist’s repertoire - beyond the elementary (eh eh) uses of his powers. Of course, all the following stuff is strictly optional (for those among you who actually care about such things).



Air Tricks Sky Diving An Air Elementalist may use the Swirling Winds power to “feather fall” from any height, taking no damage whatsoever from the fall. Since using magic takes a full batlle round of intense concentration, this trick cannot be used as an emergency parachute to save yourself from the consequences of an unexpected expected fall – but it can save your skin if you are trapped on top of a mountain, tower or other great height with no apparent way of escape… This effect can be used on a group, with all the usual restrictions (see Players Manual, Manual p 32) – but only if the he Elementalist himself is part of the falling group, since using this power in this unusual manner requires some very careful manipulation of the aerial currents.



Gone with the Wind Since it applies to “every piece of equipment”, equipment” the Talons of the Wind power is a great way to strip away an opponent’s mythic items – especially amulets, garments and other accessories. An exception could probably be made for rings, though. The concept of “equipment” also extends to the saddles of horses - in such cases the rider will have to make a Danger Evasion roll (target number 15) to avoid falling from horseback.



- Gee! How can I learn to do this, sir?



Anti-Aerial Defense The Gale Fury power may be used with great efficiency to slow down winged pursuers, as long as they are within the required range; flying creatures who fail their saving roll have their Movement rate reduced by half for the duration of the effect.



Earth Tricks all Not Be Moved! Moved We Shall The Hands of Stone power is primarily used to immobilize enemies but can also be used in a more defensive manner against the Gale Fury power of Air Elementalists;; by deliberately placing himself in the grip of the Hands, a character becomes immune to the effects of the Gale as long as he remains immobilized.
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Portable Firelight The Bronze Look Since this power imbues its recipient with “the essence of bronze”, it could probably also al be used to disguise oneself as a very convincing bronze statue or even as a bronze Automaton.



Titan Booster Since nothing in the description of the Skin of Bronze power prevents you from using it on Animates - YES, this means you can combine it with Animate Statue to imbue your animated Stone Titan with some extra power, raising its damage to 2d6+2 and its Defense Class to a titanic 25!



Fire Tricks Creative Pyrotechnics The Dart of Fire power is essentially an attack power but it can also be used to light a torch or set fire to a highly flammable object or material such as wood, cloth etc. The resulting fire, however, can be put out in a few seconds by a single person as long as this person son reacts immediately (so no, you cannot use this power to set fire to someone’s clothes and burn him alive instead of “just” doing him 1d6 damage). At the Maze Master’s discretion, this trick could also be used to ignite arrows.Lastly, a Dart of Fire is i also a sure (if a bit showy) way to light a campfire.



OK, a Blazing Sphere is a great way to char your enemies – but have you thought about their other uses? Since the Elementalist can control the movement of the Sphere as he wishes, it could make it hover over the party’s head, providing a great source of illumination in a dark tunnel or cave, especially for those moments where holding a torch is either impossible or extremely risky. risk It could also be used for reconnaissance, to probe a pitch-black black tunnel or to check if anybody is waiting in ambush behind that corner…



Fire on the Water Since it can “ignite any flammable material it comes into contact with”, a Blazing Sphere can be used to set fire to a ship, with devastating effects: a burning ship must make a special saving roll against fire each round or lose 1 Structure point. This d20 roll has a target number of 15 but only uses the ship’s Fortune modifier (which is equal equa to 0 in most cases).



Water Tricks Anti-Flamoid Flamoid Defense A Torrent of Water or a Swirling Flood can be used to extinguish a fire or to inflict damage to Flamoids (see Creature Compendium, Compendium p 41) or any other Insubstantial beingss made of living flame (1d6 damage if the creature fails the required saving roll, in addition to the other effects detailed in the rules).



Fresh Water Dispenser Since nothing in the rules states that the water created by a Torrent of Water or a Swirling Flood is non-drinkable, drinkable, having a Water Elementalist in the party can be very useful when adventuring in the desert or in other water-deprived deprived environments, such as the Underworld – not to mention those long, uncertain sea voyages on uncharted oceans…



Arcane Firefighting The two aforementioned powers can also be used to destroy a Blazing Sphere (Fire, Magnitude 2) if (and only if) their magically--produced water comes into contact with the burning globe; the Torrent of Water must be specifically aimed at the Sphere, while the Swirling Flood simply needs to come into contact with the fire.



- Help! We need a Water Elementalist here!



In alll cases, the Blazing Sphere is allowed a special saving roll, using the Fire Elementalist’s Elemental Mastery as its modifier (doubled if the Elementalist has Fire as his primary element) and the Water Elementalist’s Mystic Strength as its target number. Iff this saving roll is failed, the Sphere is destroyed; otherwise, it is unaffected.
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OFFICIAL ORACLE



ELEMENTARY MATTERS Official Oracle is a semi-regular department offering answers to questions about the Mazes & Minotaurs game rules and how they can be interpreted in situations which are not explicitly covered in the various M&M rulebooks. As its title implies, all the answers given in this column can be treated as official rulings (if such things really matter to your gaming group.) This issue,we take a closer look at elemental magic. O.L.



Elementalism & Insubstantiality



Gale Fury



Are Insubtantial beings vulnerable to Elemental magic attacks like Gale Fury or Dart of Fire?



The description of the Gale Fury power makes no mention of the target’s Size; yet shouldn’t this power be less effective against Large and Gigantic creatures, just like Torrent of Water?



No. As mentioned in the rules, Elementalism is a very physical form of magic; unlike a Sorcerer’s Psychic Attack or a Priest’s Divine Wrath, elemental effects are physical rather than psychic or mystical, which is why saving rolls against them use Danger Evasion rather than Mystic Fortitude. Insubstantial beings are immune to such effects for the same reasons they are immune to a punch or sword blow: the kinetic force of such attacks simply passes through them. This extends to all Elemental powers.



Talons of the Wind I find the use of this power extremely tedious in play: since the target must make a separate saving roll for EACH piece of equipment he is carrying, this means that a character with a sword, a shield, a breastplate and a helmet will need no less than FOUR rolls – not to mention purses, daggers and other items he may carry... or the fact that this power can actually be used on multiple targets! And I’m not talking about the 2d6 rolls you have to make after each saving roll. Some rule fix is clearly needed here… Well, we won’t deny that the way this power works in game terms is somewhat clunky. Here is a simple variant, which does change the effects of this power but makes things far easier to resolve in play. Ignore the effects on items but extend the duration of this power to a number of battle rounds equal to the Elementalist’s Mastery bonus. The rules for affecting multiple targets still apply, with the same restrictions (and the same benefits for Elementalists who have chosen Air as their primary element). At the start of each round, each target must make a Danger Evasion roll or be unable to act for the entire round. Since being “ravaged by a whirlwind” seems hardly compatible with intense concentration, this should also extend to the use of magic (whereas the original rules only mentioned “physical action”.) The Size of the target should also be taken into account: Tiny creatures do not get a saving roll, Small creatures suffer a -5 penalty to their Evasion roll, Large creatures get a +5 bonus and Gigantic creatures are completely immune to this power.



You’re absolutely right. The description of this power as given in the Players Manual was written with Medium-sized targets in mind and should be amended as follows for creatures: Tiny creatures simply have no chance of resisting these effects; they do not get an Evasion roll and the distance they are thrown away is quadrupled (i.e. 3d6 x 4); the damage taken remains the same (1d6, often enough to kill them). Small creatures suffer a -5 penalty to their saving roll and the distance they can be thrown away is doubled (i.e. 3d6 x 2). They take the usual damage. Large creatures get a +5 bonus to their saving roll and the distance they can be thrown away is only rolled on 1d6; if they fail to save, however, they will suffer the usual d6 Hits of damage. Gigantic creatures are simply too massive and heavy to be affected by this power.



Hands of Stone Speaking of Size, what about Hands of Stone? Shouldn’t bigger creatures have better chances to escape the Hands? Well, in this case, the Danger Evasion saving roll represents not getting caught by the Hands (by getting out of their reach) rather than resisting their grip, so Size shouldn’t have any incidence here, except for Gigantic creatures, which are obviously too big to be affected by this power. Once the target is caught, however, its Size should logically affect its chances of breaking free – see the next question! Breaking free from the Hands of Stone requires a Feat of Strength – but how do we handle this for creatures (who have no Might mod)? Also, since any given Feat of Strength can only be attempted once, does this mean that you only get one chance at this? Let’s start with the last question: yes, you only get one chance at this. Remember that this Feat of
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Strength is a ‘last chance’ roll, which only happens if you missed your saving roll in the first place. Regarding target’s size and strength, you have two options here. The simplest and neatest option is probably to shift to the rule variant suggested for Feats of Strength in this issue’s Twist in the Maze, Maze in which case breaking free from the Hands should be treated as a Spectacular feat.



Question 1: yes. Question 2: you gotta be kidding. Note that this underwater prohibition also extends to the lesser Fire powers - no fireworks under the sea!



If you don’t want to use this variant, here is a quick rule fix. Once caught by the Hands, Medium and smaller beings have absolutely no chance of breaking free, Large beings will automatically manage to break free after one ne round and Gigantic creatures cannot be held at all, as noted above. Can Hands of Stone be produced from any form of ground or surface – including, for instance, the wooden deck of a ship? No. Since this is an Earth power and the Hands are made of stone, one, it requires some connection with the element of Earth – be it in the form of soil, earth, rock or stone (which includes the ground of almost any type of building in a world like Mythika). This excludes surfaces made of wood, such as ship decks or wooden en bridges (but not stone ones).



Volcanic Eruption Can the Fire power of Volcanic Eruption be used indoors? Or underwater?



Keep in mind that Fire magic is always hazardous…
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MQ10 march - Mazes & Minotaurs 

the essential backbone of the Charybdian material presented in the ..... as seers, advisers, healers, exorcists and, above all, ..... Warriors. The five basic warrior classes of Mazes & Minotaurs ... Wall training) are actually counterbalanced by a.
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Against Atlantis! - Mazes & Minotaurs 

hree days worth of Survival . 46) on the trek to ... the Players Manual, p 30) to learn m .... the heroes have survived their e Stichios ... hammer at whatever horror laid waste to his ho. Another ...... Someone should make a movie (or six) dealing.
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Untitled - Mazes & Minotaurs 

Character's name. Class. Gender. Age. Description. Personal Background. Level. Glory, Wisdom or ... Power Total = (Level x 4) + Talent. 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 ...
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Maze Master's Map - Mazes & Minotaurs 

THENA. Page 3. SICANIA. ISEA. LAKE. THYSCAR. Î›Î‘ÎœÎ‘Î–ÎŸÎ�Î™Î‘. PANOS. R. DA. ARCADIA. Page 4. 9 MB RIA. OMBR). THE BRONZE GATES. GREAT OCEAN.
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players april 2008 - Mazes & Minotaurs 

This new edition also incorporates revised material originally .... sum of his Will modifier (strength of mind and spirit), ...... The only solution is to leave some equipment behind. ... missing sixth attribute, but they finally changed their mind .
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Class Reference Sheet - Mazes & Minotaurs 

terms, their heritage gives them 18 Basic Hits. (instead of 12) and also adds +6 to their Might, up to a truly superhuman score of 24. Those with a Might score of ...
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glorious final issue! - Mazes & Minotaurs 

Mar 12, 2016 - you've read correctly, this issue is the last one. It has been long in the ... whatever glory: more than 60 pages of 100% free. M&M material .... reflected within the general populace of Kandaria as well. .... a single guild as their p
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the three cities - Mazes & Minotaurs 

rivalry of the Three Cities has caused several wars but they have been in peace for more than ... laws, all their institutions are based on the same set ... complete and unwavering loyalty toward their king - these ..... would requireâ€¦ unless Herak
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Maze Master's Aegis - Mazes & Minotaurs 

other instantly fatal wound. Melee Fumbles. 1 = Clumsy Move. Embarrassing, but no extra effect. 2-5 = Weapon Arm Numb / Pull Muscle ! Attacker is at -2 to ...
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Midgard & MYTHIKA! - Mazes & Minotaurs .fr 

power-crazed, Xendor has a strong survival streak ...... You can download the Vikings & Valkyries PDF from ..... well as buy, sell or trade goods, ranging from the.
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Heroes, Horrors & Hyperborea - Mazes & Minotaurs 

warriors and all warriors are free men. The only .... Cosmic Egg Â» which, depending on which Druid you talk to, might ... the almighty Zeus or Apollo certainly have the power to appear as they ..... choice within 20', simply by pointing the staff in
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the untamed north - Mazes & Minotaurs 

In the course of my travels through the Hyperborean ..... There are many strong elements in favor of this ..... Gift +6, Mystic Strength 18, Power 24), Sixth Sense, ..... literature. Indeed, the preservation and transmission of this knowledge is one 
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spirit of adventure - Mazes & Minotaurs 

pages of old school heroic adventuring fun for free ! 2008 was the ... some alternate powers and extras for Lyrists, new options for ... tells you all about â€œThe Art of Minotaurizationâ€� â€“ that is how to .... orchestrated by war mongering factio
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M&M Companion - Mazes & Minotaurs 

Compendium), gave you all the rules needed to play countless perilous .... as well as on their rolls to break free from such opponents' grappling ..... Californian friend of mine as â€œthe cosmic children of ...... this power, the magician must be wi
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TOMB OF THE BULL KING - Mazes & Minotaurs 

... at Legendary Games Studio decided to release a new PDF edition of the .... Or are the ancient powers of Proteus ... You will need a copy of the Mazes & Minotaurs game rules to play Tomb of the Bull King. .... the captain to transport them for fre
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Copie de RMM1 2012 - Mazes & Minotaurs 

from American, Italian, Swedish and Spanish gamers and .... ('mod'), which will be used for various calculations (see Table 1B). .... See chapter IV (Adventuring) for more details on the special talents of ...... 'crude, to say the least'. 'Sailing r
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Something Rotten in Novgorby - Mazes & Minotaurs 

2. - Mmmhâ€¦ There's something rotten in Novorgbyâ€¦ If the party includes at least one Prince, the characters .... their musical, poetic and storytelling skills. ... out, with or without the adventurers' intervention, .... ready party could also eas
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amazons, myth & magic - Mazes & Minotaurs .fr 

Amazons' ferocity in battle, which, in game terms, ... characters. (not to mention all-Amazon adventuring .... from centuries of gynophobic propaganda : we don't.
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